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Dedication 
This issue of THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR is dedicated to 
Colonel James “Bo” Gritz in 
deep appreciation for lead- 
ing a valiant fight against 

, the crooks in highplaces. , 

STOP-NOW-and go within love and FREEDOM. May we ARE THERE AND CAN DO 
your silent temple and see if join our hands and hearts in a NOTHING. HE HAS TURNED 
you can find a day to offer GOD show of demand to governments IT INTO THE HANDS OF GOD 
your support and your petition and Elite despoilers of this won- TO LEAD THE WAY, TAKE 
in recognition of HIS infinite drous gift of planet and man CHARGEAND SHOWUS WHAT 
and unlimited Being. What are that we will tolerate NO MORE. TO DO TO %AVE” THOSE 
you willing to give unto God Quibblings over greedy goods is ONES DESTINED TO DIE AT 
without strings and in rever- ofone levelofprofanity-the evil THE HANDS OF THE EVIL 
ence with action to show your incarceration and death of / 

’ trust in that allness? ” GOD’s creations (MAN) in search 
Before.stating that which is of garnering that power and 

S/7/92 #2 HATONN asked OF YOU, will you realize wealth-IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
that GOD needs no rituals or I believe that I will simply 

YOU, WITH GOD, CAN offerings beyond SELF. How- quote from Commander Gritz’ 
CLEANSE THE SHAME ever, you have lost your way message as it speaks more 
UPON YOUR NATION and you often need remindings clearly than can I in causing to 

and “show” of offerings that see and hear the seriousness of 
Asyo~readthroughthis LIB- you can consciously touch as ‘position” of your brothers in 

ERATOR YOU will find it dedi- focus of energy unto “mean- containment cells. These are 
cated to Cal. James uB~A G&Z ing” and “petition”. ones who served your country 
who offers his very life to lead As I and mine are asked, I in and have paid with their very 
you back into the paths of free- turn ASK OF YOU-I ask of lives of human experience. 
dom, one nation under God, Little Crow and our First Broth- Col. Gritz has served and has 
with Liberty and Justice for ALL. ers to share that we might link experienced the deceit, lies and 

I know that YOU are hurried hands across time and space in heinous torture and despair. He 
to find the details of speakings acceptance of that ONE has been %ent in” under the 
and gatherings to hear this LIGHT-that he might show us facade of LIES to find his broth- 
young man of courage. But the way in which to serve that ers in the jungles and places of 

Please see GRITZ, vage 
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hell. He has been victim of the 
very government practices and 
assault that lies about the pres- 
ence of PRISONERS OF WAR- 
(ALWAYSTHE ELITE WARMON- 
GERS’ WARS). HE IS IN DES- 
PERATE DESPAIR BECAUSE 
THERE IS NOTHING MORE 
THAT HE CAN DO-AND HE 
HAS ALREADY GONE INTO 
THE VERY PLACES OF THE 
DEMONS AND KNOWS THEY 

C 

We thought it would be 
amusing to share with our 
readers what happened 
once the location was con- 
firmed for Bo Gritz’s ap- 
pearance to speak in 
Tehachapi on Sunday Au- 
gust I6 at the local glider 
port and airfield The OK 
came from the enthusias- 
tic,pro-Grit2 owners. One 
of the owners was already 
contracting for refresh- 
ment stands when ‘other 
partners ** entered the pic- 
ture and said “NO! ” to the 
event. Of course, theglider 
port depends heavily on 
NASA/government con- 
tracts. Wonder who the 
“other partners v were? 

Or Current Occuuant 
“THE PHOENLYLJBERATOR Is Not Published By And Has No Afiiliation With 

America West Airlines, Inc.” 
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Th e 
Drugs 

Sordid Truth About Our POWs: 
Are More Important Than People 

(Editor’s note: Keeping with 
the dedication of this issue of 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR to 
,patriot Colonel James “‘Bo”Gritz, 
we are here reprinting an impor- 
tant outlay on POWs from Com- 
mander Hatonn’s writings of 
mid-November 1990. Remem- 
ber our war games in the Saudi 
Desert were heating up at that 
time and the subject of sons and 
daughters, husbands and 
wives, sisters and brothers go- 
ing off to yet another crooked 
war was as much on our minds 
then as, again, at this time. This 
important POW writing is ex- 
tracted from JOURNAL #21 
called CREATION, THE SA- 
CRED UNIVERSE, pages 16.3 
164 and 179-l 88. 

Colonel G&z has actively 
sought the return of American 
POWs for more than 10 years, 
but the cover-up has remained 
massive and ghastly. In his 
definitive account of a nation 
betrayed, titled CALLED TO 
SERVE, this most-decorated 
SpecialForces GreenBeretArmy 
Commander reminds all of us of 
our obligation to first get in- 
formed and then act to clean the 
crooks from our once pat Re- 
public. The following is a good 
place to start.) 

11/17/90 #I HATONI’I 

LET US DISCUSS 
PRISONERS OF WAR 

I will not cover this subject 
properly at this sitting for I must 
moveonwiththe JOURNALsub- 
ject under penning-let me suf- 
fice it to say that YOU STILL 
HAVE A WHOLE BUNCH OF 
PRISONERS OF WAR IN VIET- 
NAM. As ones are able to es- 
-cape in one manner or another 
they are immediately inter- 
cepted and given warnings by 
your government to keep silent 
under penalty of death. I have 
already suggested you get your 
own proof of this and further, 
facethefactthat~so~, 

I request that your attention 
be drawn to the volcanic erup- 
tion in Japan this day. The last 
time this particular volcano, 
Oshima-I believe may be 
proper label and spelling in your 
English-erupted it caused 
some 15,000 souls to transfer. I 
suggest you keep an eye open 
for it is indeed an important 
sign of activity for it indicates 
heavy action at great depth, of 
Fuji. It is alright, Dharma, you 
will hear of it later this-day. We 
have trouble sorting out one 
tiny activity from all the others 
on your place and especially the 
correct labels which you attach 
to the items. This is the mes- 
sage given to me by Comman- 
der Soltec and I simply pass it 
along. By the way, Soltec plans 
to give you another lesson or 
two regarding geology as we have 
time for same. The masses of 
citizens have no knowledge re- 
garding simple geographic and 
geophysical concepts and terms. 
It becomes important as you 
move into water supplies and 

hudmndsandfathersam not soils for growing foods. We will 

worth the price of one ounce 
ofdmgs. I have suggested you 
get Col. Grit& book and now, I 
furtheraskyou todoyourhome- 
work and save me some time for 
new information revelations. 
Get a book called KISS THE 
BOYS GOODBYE, by 
Stevenson/Jensen, Liberty Li- 
brary, 300 Independence Ave. 
SE, Washington, D.C. 20003, 
$24.95. You are going to get 
some eye openers that I believe 
will curl your hair, even if you 
have none. I shall give you a 
brief synopsis at the next writ- 
ing but I wish to now continue 
with your own creation and ori- 
gin. 

1 l/ 18/90 #2 HATONN 

May the light shine around 
about thee as we act in service 
this day, I am Hatonn. 

FIRST, TODAY’S WATCH 

cover it in most generalized 
terms which will be suitable for 
general conceptual information 
in a global manner. 

Hold your breath today over 
the games on the “Saudi” 
beaches-clever games can 
backfire most heinously. It is 
no accident that your President 
AND Secretary of State are 
scouring Europe to drum up 
support for your grievous ac- 
tions-expect more money to 
flow from your coffers, likewise. 
“Spring in Prague?” Indeed no, 
it is the onset of a “bitter win- 
ter”! and words from Bush will 
not change of it in the least- 
just give false hope to a troubled 
people. 

ABANDONED GIs 

Let us turn now to a discus- 
sion about abandoned GIs in 
Vietnam as I touched upon yes- 
terday morning. This will ex- 
ample, in a very brief manner, 
what you can expect for your 
beloved sons, fathers and hus- 
bands from the Middle East, if 
and when this heinous occupa- 
tion erupts into war and moves 
on. The reasons for the wars 
themselves are so tragic that a 
continued cover-up of intent 
must be maintained by your 
Cartel Elite forever more. Once 
the sham is presented, the truth 
must be trapped within the cover 
lest you of the masses rebel. @ 
ITNOTTlAfEYOUPUTASTOP 
To Tm TERROR AND DE- 
CElT? 

ROBERT GARWOOD, 
MARINE 

This is going to be a bit of a 
story regarding a young man by 
the name of Robert Ganvood. 
This young man, a Marine, was 
a prisoner in Southeast Asia 
and came back in 1979. As 
background, he had managed 
to get out because he was able 
to secretly pass a note to a Finn- 
ish diplomat. The contents of 
the note and the incident was 

broadcast over the BBC and the 
Vietnamese were required to 
release him. 

I remind you of the book I 
suggested for your readinvr 
accept this truth, as you choose. 
I think you should know that the 
book authored by Jensen- 
Stevenson is a brilliant and dar- 
ing piece ot’ journalism. Mrs. 
Stevenson (Monika), was a 
FORMER oroducer with CBS’s 
60 Minutes who literally 
“stumbled” onto the information 
regarding the plight of prisoners 
of war (POWs) in Southeast Asia 
through daring ones such as Col. 
Bo G&z, etc. We honor ones who 
will take a stand for truth in spite 
of that which can be brought 
down upon them. Salu! 

No sooner was Robert (Bobby) 
released than the U.S. GOVERN- 
MENTREADHlMiilSREm 
AND HE WAS COURT- 
MMZTIAWEDI HE STOOD AC- 
CUSED GF COLLABORATING 
WITH THE ENEMY! 

Gamood said he was eye-wit- 
ness to other POWs and had had 
direct contact with and knowl- 
edge of many other prisoners. Of 
coursethestorieswerediscounted 
and the State Department and 
Pentagon denied any such pris- 
oners as well as disclaiming any 
such stories by one, Bobby 
Ganvood. But indeed Ganvood 
HAD talked about other prison- 
ers and this was clearly noted in 
NATIONAJ, SECURITY COUN- 
CIL DOCUMENTS! 

The documents referred to 
discussionsof how Garwood had 
spoken about other prisoners 
while he was still in Vietnam, 
shortly before he came back to 
the U.S. It was proven that 
Gamood’s story was truth from 
first telling and there is now 
documentation of that truth. 

The truth, of course, regard-’ 
ing this poor young man, is that 
he was set up-court-mar- 
tialed-nlv because he knew 
about the other prisoners, not 
because he had been a collabo- 
rator with the enemy. The horri- 
hk! thing about this is that. of 
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course, he came out in 1979 
when a lot more other prisoners 
could have come back than will 
ever be able to come now. 

ThestoryofGarwoodis 
heartrwuiing, dearones, but 
youmustfacettuthlestyou 
nez#rc&?anofthemesswithin 
thine own nests. He learned to 
speak Vietnamese from a vet- 
eran POW who taught him how 
to survive. Yet, when Garwood 
escaped and came out alive, the 
U.S. government turned it 
against him and charged him 
with collaborating with the en- 
emy. 

Ones such as Lt. Gen. Eu- 
gene Tighe, former head of the 
Defense Intelligence Agency 
(DIA), former POW Capt. Eu- 
gene *Red” McDaniel&o with 
others in the Pentagon and 
people with long family ties to 
the military were contacted by 
the authors. And then came the 
call from a Colonel on the NA- 
TIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
who was in charge of the POW 
issue and he told the authors to 
“DROP IT”. He proceeded to 
tell them about everyone with 
whom they had spoken and then 
proceeded to slander and dis- 
credit them. Yet these were all 
people of impeccable reputa- 
tions who were quite obviously 
tellingtruth. THENTHEPUNCH 
LINE: THIS COLONEL TOLD 
THE AUTHORS THAT IF THEY 
DID NOT CEASE AND DESIST 
THE PERSISTENCE OF LOOK- 
ING INTO THE MATTER THAT 
THEY WOULD BE “RESPON- 
SIBLE FOR THE DEATHS OF 
THE MEN WHO WERE STLLL 
OVER THERE”! 

The colonel made it c&ar 
that it was well known that 
them am additional prison- 
ens still in the Vietnam pris- 
Qns. . I 

Oh- yes,.to you who still be- 
l&e in tooth. fairies and Santa 
Claus-subtle death threats 
come also from several sources 
to effort to stop truth from flow- 
ing. Our scribe and publisher 
and ones working on the JOUR- 
NALS are constantly under at- 
tack, and threat of attack via 
phone, actual approach, actual 
gunfire, microdot placement, 
beam pulses and thus and SO. 

THE COVER-UP IS MASSIVE 
AND THE TRUTH BRINGERS 
BEAR A MASSIVE FRONT OF 
DISCREDITING AND LIFE- 

THREATENING DANGERS TO 
PUT MR. 007 TO SHAME AS A 
KINDERGARTEN CHARACTER. 
YOU ARE NOW IN THE HARD- 
BALL GAME, CHELAS! YOU 
ARE NOT DEALINC3 ANY 
LGlK+ER WlTHSLlUPLE INTER- 
NATIONAL. INTERNATION- 
AmLOBAL INTRIGUE--- 
WEARENOWPLAYINGINTHZ 
MOST WIDESPREAD INTER- 
GALACTIC INTRIGUE EVER 
UPON YOUR PLACE. The rapid 
spreading of the truth is the 
only protection these ones have 
in your big, nasty world. It is 
through rapid dispersing ofTHE 
TRUTH, the materials, the 
books, that protection comes 
for these daring bringers of 
TRUTH. It finally gets too OBVI- 
OUS if something happens to 
them which causes their death. 
This is why we reveal the death 
power of beams and pulses-so 
that a cardiac arrest, say, in 
this scribe is in no manner con- 
strued as “natural causesA. The 
conspirators have taken out so 
many valid truth-bringers that 
it would indeed shock your 
senses. Further, those within 
the conspiracy system are 
equally taken out when and if 
they in any manner become a 
hazard to the PLAN! These ones 
who would be put on trial, for 
instance, where truth might 
come forth-are stricken in- 
stantly with terminal cancers, 
brain tumors and/or severe 
heart attacks and so forth. Pay 
attention, it is happening every 
day of your existence. 

CREDIBILITY 

The authors of KISS THE 
BOYS GOODBYE had, for ex- . . . . 
ample, the man who was in 
charge of prisoner security for 
thevietcong, a man about whom 
many prisoners who did come 
back in 1973 reported. Garwood 
also described this man as hav- 
ing been in charge. This man 
was of Chinese descent, and 
because the Vietnamese had a 
conflict with the Chinese in the 
late 1970’s, he defected. No one 
in the U.S. wanted to speak 
with him, to be sure. 

It was only because Ross 
Perot, the Texas billionaire who 
got his own employee hostages 
out of Iran, flew this Chinese 
man to the U.S. that he could 
testify before Congress. He 

talked about two things: first, a 
warehouse of bones that the 
Vietnamese have and how every 
once in a while they would re- 
turn a few bones as =American 
remains” when it was diplo- 
matically advantageous. That 
was accepted. It’s on the record. 
He is known as theamortician”. 

However, he also talked 
about live prisoners. He was 
the man who had been in charge 
of them. He reported on specific 
Americans who were under his 
control. Everything he said 
about those live Amtiicans was 
somehow discredited. He was 
considered “believable” on the 
matter of the bones, but not 
believable on the matter of the 
live Americans still held there- 
ah yes, the absolute integrity of 
your Congressmen! 

Funny thing, when spoken 
to OUTSIDE the great halls of 
‘%justice”, nobody has any 
difmdty, what-so-ever, inbe- 
lievingthetruth. Asyoumight 
guess, however, the greatest 
support for this truth-bring- 
ing is from the precious Viet- 
nam veterans themselves and 
those men who were involved 
in intelligence operations, 
most especially the Special 
Forces and military intelli- 
gence. These ones must face 
the facts, that their lives are 
of less than no value to your 
government or Pentagon. If 
their presence is apt to pierce 
the cover-up-they are ex- 
pended. 

These men, however, are 
everywhere and they do know 
the truth. What they have 
actually done now, is to shape 
an intelligence network that 
is probably better than any- 
thing the U.S. has ofncially. 
This is because they have had 
to use their ingenuity, and 
they have contacts still in- 
side Vietnam. Over the years 
they have collected volumes 
of information. 

You see, one of the things 
thatgourgouwnmentdoesis 
keep all this infonnution 
Qdassipd~. They keep it 
classifxed so that no one is 
legally allowed to &ok at it, 
and then theg can sag that 
“theTW.UVnOprisOTWdkTld 

in the interest of “National 
Securit@ the mwods a= 
-da 

However, as with all lies- 
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there are always ones who 
KNOW TRUTH, and they have 
managed to get much of even 
that ‘classified” intelligence 
and have put it right onto com- 
puter files, scattered about and 
carefully analyzed. Just as we 
place our information and com- 
puter output on discs and store 
the information in many vari- 
ous and distant places, they 
have protected the truth-it is 
impossible for man to destroy 
that which he cannot locate. 
Further, as with us, the scribe 
and no ONE person KNOWS the 
whereabouts of all and this in- 
sures safety for there is no way 
to obtain information that is not 
within a given person. Fur- 
ther-LET ME ASSURE YOU: 
AS ONES IN SURVEILLANCE 
CREWS AND SURVEILLANCE 
SERVICES COME INTO 
TRUTH-THEY REALIZE MOST 
SPECIALLY OF ALL, THAT 
THEY, TOO, ARE VERY MOR- 
TAL AND THERE IS NO SECU- 
RITY FOR THEM FROM THE 
VERY ONES WHO HIRE AND 
TRAINTHEM. THESE SURVEIL- 
LANCE CORP WORKERS ARE 
THE FIRST TO BE TAKEN OUT 
AT UNCOVER TIME! REMEM- 
BER, ALL MEN DIE! 

I want you to further under- 
stand the confusion and 
perplexion of these authors for 
she was a producer of a major 
media “hit” program and Mr. 
William Stevenson, her hus- 
band, had a long, long history of 
defending the intelliwnce aaen- 
a. 

As it became known of the 
investigation by these authors, 
information began to come in 
by many methods and a whole 
network of support began to 
flow from very substantial re- 
sources such as Gen. Tighe and 
Ross Perot-the billionaire in- 
dustrialist-and people in the 
Pentagon who were credible and 
incredibly daring sources. 

Tighe, for example, was the 
head of DIA (Defense Intelligence 
Agency) from before the end of 
the war in Vietnam through 
198 1. DIA is the organization 
that analyzes all of the intelli- 
gence from the other agencies. 
It would have knowledge of all of 
the intelligence on POWs. Tighe 
said that when he had that job, 
he made the POW issue a top 
priority. Every morning it would 
be the first thing on his desk, 
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and based on that information 
he is convinced that there are 
prisoners there. As a matter of 
fat:, he calls that intelligence a 
‘miracle”. 

This is because many of 
your Southeast Asian allies 
were imprisoned with a lot of 
your men. You had, when 
they came out of imprison- 
ment, a lot of direct reports 
about American POWs. It is 
not just that ONE man saw it 
or was vaguely aware of it. 

Tighe describes it as there 
being as many as 25 different 
people living in different parts 
of the world who saw prison- 
ers. There were absolute, won- 
derful, bonafide reports com- 
ing in from all over that had 

been sifted through, and they 
were convinced that it was 
good intelligence. 

NO OATHS BROKEX 

Ones such as Gen. Tighe 
have broken no “oaths” of se- 
crecy. He doesn’t give informa- 
tion from ‘files” nor docu- 
ments-he is simply an obser- 
vant person and citizen-YOU 
DONT HAVE TO SEE THE MIS- 
SILE INSIDE THE SILO TO 
KNOW IT IS IN THERE! This is 
a point he often recites. The 
facts are that all of the intelli- 
gence, even unclassified, indi- 
cates that the POWs are there. 
It is through great men such as 
this that you can come to be- 
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! A CALL TO SERVE FORALL ;; 
/ / 

/I By James “Bo” Gritz COL. JAMES “BO” GFUTZ :I 

$24.9S...Book PALO ALTO, CA. 7/91 ” I! 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of $20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape j I 

National Security to reveal how Bo tells the story behind the co- j : 

U. S. Forces have been usedas tools vert CIAoperations of Viet Nam. 
by international elitists who are He names those key individuals 

guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- involved in the Golden Triangle 

ing American POW’s from coming heroin trade. His is a message of 

home, and more. courage and he delivers a “final 
call to serve” to all who will 

SEE BACK PAGE FOR awaken to the evil behind the 
ORDERING INFORMATION “New World Order”. 
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lieve the truth of it. These men 
have additional struggles, be- 
yond the norm,with conscience. 
If they come into confrontation 
with God, the conscience will 
always move toward God and 
truth if it be an honorable man. 

At some point you ones 
must face the fact that %e- 
cmtintelligence*hasbecome 
a tool used in the bureau- 
crrrcy, not to defend your 
country, but to defend posi- 
tions and personal interwsts. 

WHO WOULD DEFEND 
GARWOOD? 

If indeed, Garwood was a 
‘collaborator” with the enemy 
as the government has claimed, 
then all of these veterans would 
not have been on his side. These 
are all very brave, very coura- 
geous men with. incredible 
records. It doesn’t matter, 
though, what kind of record you 
have when you confront the 
people who control the POW 
issue, because ifyou dare to tell 
the truth you get smashed. This 
is why the returning veterans of 
Vietnam have been so shabbily 
treated. Further, it is sad that 
such great and outspoken per- 
sons such as Jane Fonda, have 
capitulated to the pressures and 
now come within the very sys- 
tem which she could have influ- 
enced, ultimately, for truth and 
justice. Well, there are others 
who have not capitulated and 
still daringly place their necks 
on the chop-block every minute 
of every day to give you truth. 

LT. COL. JAMES. ‘BO” 
GRIT2 

I cannot honor this man of- 
ten enough-I have personal 
discourse with him and I bend 
in salute to his courage. Each 
must do all that is possible 
within each-to spread this 
truth and awaken the sleepers. 
I give great honor unto this brave 
soldier. 

This man has suffered end- 
lessly, for speaking out on the 
POW issue and the uncovering 
of factual evidence and docu- 
mentation of the drug situation 
in Asia. He has named names 
and brought irrefutable proof 
unto you and he has been tar- 
geted for death by your own 
government and Pentagon-but 

he works within the shield of 
God, my friends, and it becomes 
quite difficult to break through 
that shield of Light as long as 
the protected keeps the shield 
intact. 

Much has been done to dis- 
credit this man. It has been 
done very effectively! As a re- 
sult, a lot of people think that he 
is just some “crazed Rambo”! 
The truth is that he was on a 
very fine career track when he 
decided that the POW issue was 
more important. He was per- 
suaded to leave the military of- 
ficially but continued to work 
with it---one of those top-secret 
arrangements! He made that 
decision because he was a part- 
ner with the government in 
knowing about POWs abso- 
lutely. Part of that intelligence 
was photographs and specific 
reports coming back on pris- 
oners in Laos, on very specific 
people. 

The government was initially 
involved in a mission to get those 
men out, and then they pulled 
back, and Gritz went in by him- 
self and was sabotaged. The 
way they sabotaged him, among 
other things, was to announce 
over the Voice of America that 
he was in Laos =on a top secret 
mission”. This was announced 
over and over again to make 
sure that the information was 
not missed. This has happened 
to others, also, and is a com- 
mon trick to render a mission 
useless. 

The minute the U.S. gov- 
emmentfinds out that some- 
O~iSOlWtfnSWthWStouuleastAsia 

and mag bring someone out 
or bring information, they 
sabotage it 

It is always awkward to iden- 
tify’they” although you should 
always inquire. It is very diffi- 
cult to pin down and accuse 
large numbers of bureaucrats 
who, for a large number of rea- 
sons, including total incompe- 
tence, contributed to such a 
scandalous situation. The name 
of the game is blame-passing 
and cover-up, bribe taking, etc., 
so you just have to understand 
that “they”, in this instance, 
must stand without further 
identification. 

In this particular situation, 
however, a group of people did 
take control of the issue of these 
missing Americans and wanted 

to conceal their existence in or- themselves but in selling drugs 
der to continue their own pri- as a means of financing a secret 
vate work, as it were, against war that had no official public 
the Vietnamese communists support. It was therefore being 
after the peace accords in 1973 conducted in total secrecy-with 
and after the pullout of U.S. blessing all the way to the top 
troops in 1975. Further, some and on the secrecy as well. 
are in very useful placement 
which would destroy effec- ADDICTED TO DRUG 
tiveness if revealed. There are MONEY 
quite enough credible spokes- . 
men to suffice. These people became totally 

It is interesting to note that addicted to the money, the power 
some of the “they” group are and the immense profits to be 
credible in a most ‘reverse” made from the sale of arms. 
manner. Many of the “they” They fooled thsmsehms into 
group have been following their thinking that what they were 
own particular policies and in- doing was patriotic-or at 
tent. When Secret Intelligence least that was the %xcuse” 
becomes too big and too bu- foisted upon you the public. 
reaucratic it becomes possible They f-led themselves, and 
for small groups of ‘theys” to you, to the degree that any 
follow their own particular poli- men who had to do the real 
ties. They became (in this in- fighting had to be written off, 
stance) accustomed to financing or otherwise their grand 
covert warfare through unor- scheme wouldbe jeopardized. 
thodox and even criminal meth- The first thing you owe any- 
ods like illegal drug smuggling, body who goes to war on your 
etc. This was usually done with behalf is the decency to bring 
blessingsand instruction ofthe them back, dead or alive, and 
government and Pentagon it- account for them to their fami- 
self. lies-nothing less is acceptable. 

It was, however, when people For hundreds of years that has 
began to touch upon that as- even been the agreement be- 
pect that they got into trouble. tween any government and the 
At first it seemed to them to be men that go to fight for the 
a legitimate means of financing government. Look what you 
covert warfare in order to avoid have here! You not only have 
oversight by Congress. How- your own government as a 
ever, as time wore on, it began player-but you pay (did you 
to yield huge profits, and the hear me?) PAY the old enemy to 
money became too big a temp- keep the men until death takes 
tation-as it always does. Ihem-ONEWAY ORANOTHERl 

This aspect of drug smug- The government is now black- 
gling and covert operations was mailed for if the men are simply 
revealed quite well in the Iran- killed outright, the old enemy 
“contra” entangled mess. It will tattle on you-and so the 
has, further, been linked in- payment goes on and the bribes 
separably with the S&L scan- for silence given freely. 
dals-BILLIONS AND BILLIONS 
OF DOLLARS ARE INVOLVED BRAVE WIVES DESERB 
AND THE INVOLVED PARTICI- MUCH CREDIT 
PANTS GO ALL THE WAY TO ----- -- 

AND THROUGH YOUR PRESI- A lot of grieving wives who 
DENCY. have been involved in the POW 

issue have suffered greatly and 
ROSS PEROT blessed are they who have not 

#just gone away. 
Mr. Perot has revealed alot- It has been totally outra- 

in some instances more than in- geous-the things done to these 
tendecrbut we note that it is people. The wives, especially, 
all public record so we will share have been helpless. They don’t 
it with you. He put the circum- have any money, any large 
stance very well; this small organization-no lobbying 
group, this ‘secret team”- power like the Zionists, for in- 
whatever you want to call it- stance, who, by the way, send 
had become addicted to drugs. the Mossad trainers to train the 
Not in the sense of taking drugs groupsinvolved in the drug mn- 
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ning and in keeping the men 
imprisoned. - - 

If the wives didn’t go along 
with the National League of 
Families, which represents the 
“OFFICIAL” government point 
of view, they have been -ham- 
mered, discredited, attacked 
and threatened. Oh yes, some 
of these wives have been killed 
in cold blood to shut them up. 
The National League of Fami- 
lies, like so many wondrous or- 
ganizations originally founded, 
was originally of pure intent. It 
has since been taken over com- 
pletely by the government in 
order to control the issue and to 
state only what the ‘secret 
team” decides to be palatable to 
the public’s tender ears and 
eyes. 

This is the epitome of abuse 
of secret intelligence, and one of 
the things you must work to do 
is have the intelligence on pris- 
oners declassified. The infor- 
mation of worthy nature will 
not be revealed but the fact of 
destruction and/or cover-up 
would be revealed by the very 
lack of records. 

NOW LET US LOOK AT 
60 MINUTES 

Ed Bradley of 60 Minutes was 
cool to the whole Garwood story 
from the beginning of its break- 
ing. Let us look at possible 
connections and why he might 
have wanted it ‘stuffed”. 

Bradley was a Vietnam cor- 
respondent and had been very 
close to some of the people who 
were in charge of the F+OW is- 
sue. When he dealt with them 
again, he fell to their ‘reason- 
ing’. He came away claiming to 
be convinced that people being 
dealt with were either senile or 
distraughtwidows, orphansand 
so forth. Bradley preferred to 
play the game with the deceiv- 
ers. 

The authors of the material 
were leaned on very heavily by 
the network who in turn were 
leaned on very heavily by at 
least one senator who had a 
very important role in all of this. 
Of course those avenues of 
‘pressure” are covered very, 
very well. And so it goes. This 
is the story as affects all truth- 
bringers. The dark %riminals” 
who would control your very 
world, assets and citizens as 

well, will stop at nothing to stop 
the truth from unfolding. They 
control by force and deceit and 
you ones must open of thine 
eyes before it is too late to make 
a difference. Your nation is on 
the very brink of destruction- 
pulled down by the very ones 
you gave power to ‘protect” you. 
So be it. 

WHAT IS CONGRESS 
DOING ABOUT THIS? 

As usual, not very much and 
that which they have done is 
anywhere from inconsequen- 
tial to utterly damaging and ri- 
diculous. Oh, there have been 
one or two as I will note: Jesse 
Helms and Charles Grassley are 
two. They have finally managed 
to bring this issue to the at- 
tention of, of all things, THE 
SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS 
COMMITTEE-adandyoffshoot 
of the FOREIGN RELATIONS 
COUNCILofwhich we frequently 
speak. But the only real work is 
going on through independent 
publications and groups such 
as YOU THE PEOPLE. 

Prior to this there were many 
congressional committees that 
looked into this and came up 
with some quite unbelievable 
answers, having totally accepted 
the cover-up for obvious rea- 
sons. 

Interestingly enough, there 
was a very big Veterans Affairs 
Committee looking into this, and 
they simply came up with the 
solution that the guys were all 
dead, and in the process they 
discredited a lot of the people 
who had given them informa- 
tion-and a lot of that informa- 
tion has since completely disap- 
peared-somewhat like the FBI 
and Noriega’s files with CNN! 
When the owner of CNN capitu- 
lated it was a great loss to you 
the people and you don’t know 
even the slightest bit about what 
really has transpired. Well, in 
the POW matter, people had to 
testify in secret. The congress- 
men who heard the testimony 
came back and said there was 
no validity to it. 

How about the Ray family, 
for example. The Rays lost a 
son in Cambodia, and had very 
valid information that their son 
had not perished where he was 
said to have died. 

They even found out that 

their son received a Purple Heart 
medal SEVEN MONTHS after 
he supposedly died, and that 
there were two death certifl- 
cates and that other people re- 
ported having seen him ALIVE 
long after he was said to have 
died. 

They took all of this informa- 
tion to the committee headed by 
Sen. Frank Murkowski and 
when they tried to question the 
senator, Murkowski said: ‘If 
he’s dead, he’s dead. Have you 
ever considered the possibility 
that maybe people are trying to 
save your feelings?” Well, he is, 
of course, dead by now! And so 
it goes, example upon example. 
May you come into your awak- 
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ening soon, dear ones, while 
there is possibility of change for 
it is a most dreary picture as it 
now is outlayed for and by you. 
I can only assist by bringing 
these things into your attention 
and you will do that which you 
will; may God touch of your 
hearts with compassion and un- 
derstanding for you must be 
acting quickly now, ifyou would 
change of your direction into 
destruction. Change must be- 
gin with the single individual 
willing to stand forth-but, you 
will find there are already those 
there who have dared and you 
will no longer stand ‘alone’. 
So be it. 

~areweli? Adtress 
Of Cjeorge Washington 

(Editor’s note: The following 
Address by George Washington 
is as sttikingly timely now as it 
was two hundred years ago. Or 
put anotherway, the c7voks have 
been wrking for a long time to 
take over this country. This writ- 
ing is extracted from pages 243- 
245 of JOURNAL # 20 called 
THE MOSSAD CONNECTION. 
Ponder the advice.) 

10/18/90#1 HATONIU 

As a reminder to you of the 
United States it is appropriate 
herein to reprint the Farewell 
Address of George Washington, 
given before your Congress in 
179~nowrecognizedasanall- 
time classic in content: 

SoliGwiseapassion- 
ate attachent of one 
nationf~anotlierpro- 
duces avariety of evi43. 
Sympathy fm t/i42 a- 
vorzte nat~fiili f at- 
ing tfie iauswn of an 
imaginary common 
interest exists, andin- 

equate indkcements or 
justifications. 

It lhz.di al30 to con- 

is ayt dbu6fy to injure 
the nation nzd+.g the 
concessions, by unnec- 
essary parting witti 
what 024&t to have 
6een retained and 6e 
exciting 
wia;a nd 

‘eafousy, iff 
a disposttion 

to re taliite in thepar- 
ties from whom e 

e privihgesare wit a 
and it gives to am6i- 
tima, cmptedm &- 
ftidcitizens w/b A- 
vote tfiemsefves to the 
favorite nation, fmic- 
ity to 6etray or sacri- 

j-kc the interestsof their 
own country, without 
oditcm, sometimes even 
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ind2pendkt patriot. 
Hbw many opportuni- 
ties a% they a ord to 
tamper with z?l.t? stic 

factions, topractice the 
arts of seduction, to 
mis~adpu6Ci opinirm, 
to in fuence or awe the 

p-1.46 i ic councti. 
Against the insiX- 

ous wilks offmeign in- 
fluence (I con‘ure you 
to6eCieve me, f eGw citi- 
Lens) the ‘ealindsy of a 
free peoph ought to 6e 
constantfy aw&e;since 
history andexperience 
prove thutfmeign infcU- 
ence is one of the most 
6anejXfoes of repu6lG 
can government. But 
thutjeabusy, to 6e use- 

&I; must 6e impart* 
e&e it Gecomes the in- 
strument of the ve 
influence to 6e avoid2 2 
instead of a d2fense 
against it. 

Excessivepartiality 
for one fmegn natioq 
adexcessive disfiie or 
another, cause 2 t ose 
whom they~actuate to 
see tiiznger 0nCy on one 
rid& adserve to veif 
and even second the 
;pd;f inffwnce on the 

2ZeLCpatriots, who 
may resist t/&z intri&ies 
of the favorite, are ci- 
a6fe to Gecome sus- 

pectedandodbus whib 
its tool? and dupes 
usurv the avvkse and 

teres t. 

have with tfiemas Cittlk 
pofiticaf connection as 

Europe has a set of 
primary interests, 
which to us have none, 
mave 

2 
remote, relk- . 

ence she must 
~?kkgagedi~fieq~;; 
con tKov ers {es, 

causes 0 which are 
essentiu d y fmeigti to 
our concerns. Pfence, 
therefme, it must 6e 
unwzse in us to impci- 
cate ourseCYes, 6y ar- 
t$ciulties, in the ordi- 
nary vicissitudk 0 her 

6f polztics, orthe or mu 
comfkations and co - 7 
fusions of herj?ieruG 
sh+ or enmities. 

In offering to ou, 
my count 
counsel2 0 an 0lXand 

L 

7 
xe men, t se 

a ectionate fi-iend I 
re not hope that they 

wia mu&e thk? strong 
an6Gzsti~ impression 
1 couli6wlsci; that they 
win controf the usual 
current of thepassiims 
orprevent our nation 

from running the 
course which has hith- 
ertomarkedthe d&tiny 
of ?lutions. 

But zf I ma even 
flizttermyselj? iii t they 
may 6e productive of 
some partiuf Genefit, 
some OCCasM gooL$ 
that they may now and 
then recur to modkate 

George Washington 

God’s Blessed 
And Chosen Nation 

(Editor’s note: The following is a 
reminder of responsibilities and 
blessings that seemed an appro- 
priate addition to the patriotic 
theme of this LEWZATOR. The 
short writing is taken from page 
161 of JOURNAL #23 CALLED 
BURNT OFFERINGS AND 
BLOOD STAINED SANDS. May 
we yet have time to fuljTl1 this 
Divine Charter.) 

l/20/91 #1 HATONN 

How was the United States 
of America set forth and 
founded? Let me remind you 
for you, as a nation, have for- 
gotten and abdicated your re- 
sponsibilities. You, as God’s 
blessed and chosen, were given 
responsibilities, the exercise of 
which would bring the prom- 
ised blessing to the other na- 
tions and families of the earth. 
Let us look at just four of them: 

1. You were to provide heal- 
ing for the sick, the blind, 
the deaf, and the lame. 
2. You were to be God’s in- 
strument through which 
oppression would cease, and 
prisoners be released. 
3. You were to transmit to 
other nations and peoples 
the benefits of the righteous 
Law of-God, ., i, 

4. You were to spread 
throughout the rest of the 
world the knowledge of the 
grace and love of God. 
You were sent forth and 

gifted with a nation set above all 
other nations that you might 
fulfill your task as laid forth. 
Further, you were set up and 
sent forth as %aretakers* for 
The Creation as represented in 
yourwondrousplanet. Yet, from 
the beginning you allowed the 
evil to come within and eat away 
your very substance. Now you 
have given away the wondrous 
gift of freedom and God bless- 
ings into the hands of the ma- 
nipulators and deceivers. 
Wrathful God? Well, God speaks 
for self but if I were in the shoes 
of the ones who allowed this 
and abetted the evil in bringing 
this upon your blessed nation- 
I would be most nervous in- 
deed. 

Continued from page I 

Bo Gritz 
ONES WHO WOULD KILL 
THEM BEFORE THEY WILL 
ALLOW TRUTH TO SURFACE. 
GODISSUFFICIENT,CHELAS, 
INDEED GOD IS SUFFI- 
CIENT-BUT WE ARE EACH 
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IN HIS OWN IMAGE. THAT 
MMNZ3uwE”HAVEToDOTHAT 
WHICHMUSI’BEDONE. GOD 
HEhRSTHATSINGLEVOICEOF 
PETrI’IONASSILENTASTHE 
~T-BUT“MAN”HAS 
‘IOHAVETHECHORUSOFUNI’IY 
INDEMANDINGVOICETOREC- 
OGNIZETHATHESHALL8ET 
uIuYPEoPLEFREE-. 

Willyou hearhim? Willyouhear 
ME? Willyou servewithhim? Will 
you serve with ME? Will you DE 
MAND nzqonse? Will you ask 
GOD? Will you be sincem enough 
toplaceyourownconvenienc~and 
desires of physical comfort into a 
positionofexperiencing,twerso 
slightly,thatwhichtheFOWssuffer 
every~yoftheirentrapmem? You 
sballnothavethetenorandthatof 
“oth& subhuman eqeriena+ 
but will you forfeit just ONE DAY of 
food rations to offer God your peti- 
tion in %&ion? Will you join asa 
voice, with your brethren, and lift 
yourPetitionuntoGODlbathemay 
SpeakastheONEWIIHINand 
show you what must be done to 
attend our brothem who sezved 
onlytobedesttuyedatthevery 
hands of the ones for whom they 
sen&-pawnsinadead.lygameof 
gxed and corruption, power and 
TwrALEvIL? 

Ihearyouasking,=Butcould 
you, -9 simply go get them 
OUI’F YesandNO! Icould@ 
themout-butthelessonsandser- 
viceAREYOURZ%NOTMINE. The 
thingsofEarthmustbetendedby 
the ones of Earth. I, too, Petition 
GODthatwebeshownTHEWAY 
forthisisthewayofit. Eachofus 
mustserveinourspaceandtime 
and understanding. I, too, must 
await Petition and ‘orden.? from 
Higher Source. We move in intent 
TOGEfHERorwemovenotatall- 
ITIsUPTOYoUl 

QUOTE: cd, Jamen “Bo” 
GrIMmanapoktiamdaiar;panrs 
l-=~hh=-=~ 

LLwet8rehaadeldtooregaal 
toanamqhWaD.C. 
1012Ang; . . . . . . . . . . . 15Allg.starts 
a24hourhk Ihaveasked 
MtioMlmadiatoreque8t8n 
AmeriaMfihta~d 
dkap&itimtoGodomSunday 
that our POWs be returned 
bom~huecigthap~d 
abra IbaBlimmitLfh4Ia8t 
cbaxhcefmthmn. Godcmcer- 
tainlydoallthiqp Ihavehith 
thatif-dem~re- 
-b-P-d-?-,4 
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-~-dspolMtmm 
mGodto~whatwecaupn5HE 
wiIlhesrapt~~andextend 
HI8hMddmercy. othdsl&I 
beiieweour- aldosttous. 
ThlsharMthingtodowlthmy 
C&UIlpaigrpbUtIIWt&lttl0 
Powssredoomedifthereisnot 
DMneIn-~ 

U . . . . . . . . . Naeventcan 
intd~withourplanned~ 
and8undaypedtion. Ifthereis 
navappootunfty~--- 
muuicatetheappealforFkst& 
Rayer, plemse do’so. somehow 
wemustlxyandgeltthisword 
acrcmsthe!u8Asothatevely 
Americanw3lIhaveacharhbb 
oppeudqonthatweekendto 
dosum~f~somecmeb 
dde!sthm Appaeate 

Y-f--$-w~belpfn 

END OP; QUOTING 
It will ONLY be through the 

voice of unity that this mission 
can be done. IF EACH PERSON 
ONLY TOUCHES ONE OTHER- 
EACH AND EVERY BEING IN 
THE WORLD IS TOUCHED- 
LITERALLY. IF THE CHAIN IS 
NEVER BROKEN-THEN IT 
SHALL ENCIRCLE ALL. IFTHIS 
BE DONE-THEN THE PETI- 
TION IS AUTOMATICALLY 
SERVED FOR THE ONE WITH 
THE KEY MUST OPEN THE 
LOCK. IF YOU DO NOT DO 
YOUR PART, HOWEVER, DO 
YOU UNDERSTAND THAT POU 
MIGHT BE THE VERY ONE 
WHO COULD HAVE OPENED 
THE DOOR? PONDER IT FOR 
WD W-1 This demands 
that you ‘ask for another” with- 
out thought to u,self’. It is the 
“way” of the Native Aboriginal 
Brethren. GOD W-1 

If YOU do not get the word in 
time can we not do it again and 
again UNTIL THE DOORS-ARE 
OPENED? HOW WILLING TO 
SERVE ARE YOU-IN RETURN 
FOR THE SERVICE YOU EX- 
PECT FROM GOD AND THE 
H1GHE.R BROTHERHOOD? IF 
YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO DO 
IT FOR SELF AND BROTHER- 
WHY SHOULD GOD SERVE 
YOUR NEEDS? PONDER IT. 
WHY ARE YOU “EXPECTING 
TOGEI”‘IFYOUARENOTWILL- 
ING TO “GIVE”? AND YET, 
KNOW THAT IN THE “GIVING” 
IS THE ‘RECEMNG”. YOU 
CAN DO IT IF YOU WANT TO! 
:ALU! 

\ 
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A Parliament Of Whores 
8/6/92 W3 HATONN 

WHAT’S GOIN’ ON? 

When you have a Parliament 
of Whores, you have so much 
going on under the covers that 
it is all but “humanly” impos- 
sible to keep you current. 

What is happening, however, 
is so deadly and desperate in 
action as to require that we 
speak of many of these aspects 
involved, from what we have 
already given you in detail, to 
more in political planning and 
deceit. 

Let us just boggle on off into 
the deep end of the black hole 
and hope you have your life- 
rings blown up enough to keep 
you from drowning in the muck. 

I see only one malpossibil- 
ity of stopping the opoWicar 
action” as planned against: 
you~nd that, friends, is 
thmughpublic attention, ac- 
tion and knowledge. We have 
neither the time nor inclination 
to repeat and repeat and repeat 
so we will act under the as- 
sumption that readers have 
been reading. 

Where are YOU in all of this 
mish-mash? Well, up until re- 
centlyyou fit the followingobser- 
vation by Ogden Nash: 

Abracadabra, thus we lean 
The more you create, the less 

you earn. 
7h.e less you can, the more 

you’re given, 
The less you lead, the more 

you’re driven, 
The more destroyed, the more 

they f-4 
The more you pay, the more 

they need 
The mre you earn, the less 

YOU ken 
And now I lay me down to 

sleep. 
Ipray the Lord my soul to take 
Ifthe tax-collector hasn^tgot it 

before I wake. 

It has further been observed 
that “The whole aim ofpmcticul 
politics is to keep the populace 
alarmed (and hence clamorous 
to be led to safkty) by menacing 
it with an endless series of hob- 

goblins, all of them imaginary. 
Foryet ihat oneat has 

nowcurhred--theactsaranot 
itnaginary nor am they ar- 
runged by some tgpe of hob- 
gobutw-theactsagainstyou 
and your globe am REAL, or- 
chestmted by the Elite, un- 
der wag to completion and 
the nightmare will not Qgo- 
a* when you awakenl 

NOW-OR NEVER 

I am asked “why the PHOE- 
NR LIBERATOR?” And, “Who 
do you think YOU are?* I am 
further petitioned by Dharma, 
“Why me?” In reverse order: 1. 
Who else? 2. I am sent of God as 
Host to give and receive God’s 
information and do HIS service 
and, 3. Always God makes sure 
there are outlets for Truth for 
the people in time of change. 
There were others in your own 
historical archives such as the 
Fedemlist (referred to yester- 
day), the Libemtor(at the time of 
Lincoln and slavery abolition) 
and thus and so. Many of you 
will remember them well! 

Your world teeters on the 
brinkofdisasterthisveryday. 
There have, however, been 
some changes caused by at- 
tention and publicity. To you 
who think your faces are rim- 
ply covered with egg-nay, 
nay-you have kept the blood 
and destruction at bay for a 
possible few minutes longer. 

GAMES IN SPACE 

The announcement that the 
satellite program was folding- 
up was a good indication of 
progress in postponing actions 
ofdisaster. The announcement, 
however, means NOTHING for 
the whole of the presentations 
has been a lie. It does indicate 
that the ignition of the radiation 
belt by your pulse gun-is not 
going too well. Please see prior 
writings to understand this 
mechanism. The only reason 
that most of you can “still see” 
today is because they couldn’t 
get the ignition of that belt ac- 
complished. Every day with the 
spread of the word of the secret 

action gives you more possibil- 
ity of a ‘call-off of a first strike 
against Russia and thus a bit 
longer without holocaust 
struction. 

de- 

GOVERNMENT BY 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 

That is already in place. . . -. __ The 
‘emergenw is a11 that needs 
be in place to give credence to 
the “need” without question or 
opposition. That, too, is already 
in place for happening-pend- 
ing other break-downs in con- 
tingency plans of your ruling 
criminals. 

As I told you, in early July, 
the codes in the ‘football” 
‘black-box” nuclear action key 
kept by the President-were 
changed in the Pentagon. This 
happened before when Nixon 
was in charge and election date 
was at hand. Bush. however, 
doesn’t need the ‘key box” for 
first strike but there are other 
things which are needed and 
they are slipping in r*snaoility 
with each hour that passes. 

Earthquakes are “still ON”, 
weather disasters arp ‘~~111 ON” 
and warnings are ‘still ON”. 
The show-and-tell of bringing 
down your stealth bomber in 
the last 24 hours was a very 
blatant SIGN OF WARNING. You 
will thank the commander of 
those Cosmospheres one day 
when this is all open and out- 
if you last that long Does this 
mean that the Russians are fi- 
nally and squarely “your 
friends”? No, no and n-they 
simply wish to do thus ‘their 
way”! Ocyou” are caught in the 
middle. 

POLITICS-GRITZ 

Good news aud h*l news. 
If you get someon- ue Grit2 
into office you ham 9 4ance 
foryournationbutitwjllbein 
compliance with Ra*rtm dic- 
tation. If you don’t get a mau 
such as Gritz into oPvou 
are doomed at the hunds of 
youx own Elite. I believe, 
were I you, I would ge -4th the 
former for you we what the 
latter has done to you. Fur- 
ther, it buys sp, - ;d time. 
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So what of Perot? Should carcerated and alive right un- 
you insist on his re-entering the derneath Hanoi. There are also 
race and hopefully win? &&+ MANY in Russian gulagehos- 
that is exactly what is strut- tage. So the kitchen heat is 
tured against you-to appoint about full-bore. So what does 
him President through theaElite this all mean? It means that 
Plan” already in operation but the plaus are to pull off a coup 
being somewhat thwarted by in your goverument election 
unwanted publicdiscovery. You -tern-which will provide 
see, chelas, there ARE some PARDON for Bush and cro- 
valid patriots within the halls of nies. BUT, it is now stalled a 
evil workers. The effort is to bit because the toppling of 
clear them out through revealed your government will crash 
incidents requiring resignation, the market (and believe me, 
etc. Example?: “Tailhook” par- investors are effofting to “get 
ties which embarrass the top- out” now with mnly 
brass enough to cause resigna- stopped by higher orders to 
tion. This activity has gone on Uhold the market”). Gosh, 
for yeardo you think your chelas, look at what is going on 
administration cares about in front of you-even Milken 
sexual harassment of a few fe- who stripped billions from you 
males? Come now, especially to peopleis going to be released 
shut down a military forces ‘because of exemplary behav- 
branch? Oh indeed, the ‘get iof. Unfortunately, he DID 
the top” orders were given and NOT break any laws-it is the 
this was the chosen route and laws that are against you. But 
warning to others to “keep si- nonetheless, the pay-offs are 
lent” about ‘election plans”. being made while the payors 

are still in power to make the 
INDICTMENTS calls. But what of Perot? How 

does he fit into all of this? 
Note a resurgence in plans 

to indict Reagan et al, (no men- ROSS PEROT 
tion of Bush) on 1ran”gate” ac- 
tions. Then, the next day an- HE AINT WHAT HE AP- 
nouncement is made by the PEARS TO BE AND YOU 
prosecutorthat Reaganwasnot PEOPLE ABOUT GOT 
going to be indicted-only used SNOOKERED FOR REAL THIS 
as %itnessm. The obvious was TIME. HE IS PART AND PAR- 
to burst in with total action CEL OF “rHE PLAN”. THEN 
against Bush-but the Grand WHY DID “1” SUGGEST A 
Jury is not now sitting and HOOKUPWITHGRITZ? SOYOU 
Walsh’s term (special prosecu- COULD SEE THE COIN TURN 
tor) expires in December. So IN FULL VIEW. EVEN PEROT’S 
what is afoot? INVOLVEMENTIN RETRIEVING 

Well, it is obvious that Bush HOSTAGES WAS A TOTAL 
is about to hit the dust. There FARCE. 
are documents proving personal Perot had everything going 
business relations between for release of ‘his” people- 
George Bush and Saddam massive payoff money, a’covef 
Hussein through the BNL bank story AND a working (I mean a 
branch in Chicago. (Ah, you businessventure,inreality)with 
thought there was only one bank Sharon of Israel and that placed 
BNL-in Atlanta? Nopt+one in the Mossad at his disposal for 
Chicago also.) We speak now of information and ‘daring res- 
massive dealing-not just a few cue”. 
wheat exchanges for pop-guns. As a matter of fact the Philip- 
We are speaking, in addition to pines are still in major attention 
weapons, etc., of major drug for ‘settlement” for Perot as 
dealings out of the Golden Cres- well as others in your nation. 
cent area of the Middle East. You can see by first looking at 
This is WHY Armitage (the drug Subic Bay and Clark AFB. (The 
go-between in your administra- Penatubo eruptions were set 
tive branch) was in the Middle and,continue to be activated on 
East at the onset of the Gulf cue.) You (the U.S.) are out of 
War. This is equivalent to the the Philippines, I believe, this 
Golden Triangle in Asia. very month. The U.S. Naval 

There are KNOWN POWs in- base docks are being towed to 

Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam! H. 
Ross Perot as well as Mobil Oil 
have contracts that cannot come 
to conclusion until the POW 
issue is buried and much infor- 
mation and activity regarding 
those men are flowing through 
the Philippines. My goodness, 
there is a lot of last-ditch paying 
off and squaring away happen- 
ing in that cute little set of is- 
lands. I, too, hope they get it 
settled soon! You must realize 
that the web is so big and so 
strong that it touches all who 
make it to the public media. 

Please, awaken chelas, it was 
NO ACCIDENT that l Luny King 
Live” got Perot to commit to 
running for President, nor WAS 
IT ACCIDENT for the follow-up 
encounters regarding the now 
‘resignation”. You are dealing 
withaTedTumernetworkwhich 
establishes what the public will 
be shown-along with the net- 
works OWNED by the Elite Con- 
spiracy itself. For goodness 
sakes, the major stockholders 
in the crooked web around ABC 
are from BCCI. How close to the 
evil critters can you get? That 
takes care of Koppel-and what 
of Dan Rather? Well, he just 
happened to SEE the shooters 
of J.F.Kennedy and has made a 
lot of tracks careerwise by that 
one little incident! I doubt he 
would buck a system too much 
with those kinds of morals! 

Where does Hatonn get ail 
this dandy information? Right 
off the ‘grapevine”! If you ever 
get awake enough to get on the 
grapevine+so shall ye. We have 
NO INTEREST IN “BEING 
FIRST? Dharma, in fact, pre- 
fers to be absolutely LAST TO 
KNOW. My job, however, is to 
WAKE YOU UP-and we’ll do 
whatever it takes because the 
rest of our mission is to bring 
God’s people home and you are 
so soundly sleeping that you 
haven’t any idea what or where 
that ‘home” might be. First the 
‘two-by-fouf for attention and 
THEN, perhaps you can hear 
your instructions. 

HOW WOULD THE 
POLITICAL PLAN OPERATE3 

EXACTLY as it did with 
Nixon, Agnew, Ford, Rockefeller, 
etc. Even to the extent of *hold- 
ing-up on an indictment”. Let’s 
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have a brief look at how it works, 
and worked, in real action. 

Worse to know-YOU HAVE 
A25THAMENDMENTTOYOUR 
CONSTITUTION THAT SET IT 
UP LEGALLY! 

Now to make such a ‘plan” 
workable it requires players who 
are ablackmailable” and you 
have an entire plethora avail- 
able. For instance, Spiro Agnew 
had bribery in his background 
which extended back to his 
Governorship of Maryland-so 
he was prime for this ‘Musical 
ChairsOperation”in 1973. This 
ended up by putting-in a panel 
of president and vice-president 
thatwere NOT’ELECTED”. You 
people have forgotten in the in- 
terim 19 years. 

At that time it started with 
Spiro Agnew. At that time a 
mass-media organization had 
the complete story of the ‘brib- 
ery” history all the way back to 
his being Governor. So what 
you had was a special interest 
group with their own agenda 
that had a full blown plan to put 
people in office that were not 
elected-all along. So in put- 
ting Agnew in, it was known he 
could be flushed out and then 
the framing of Nixon was easily 
set up. 

The media held the infor- 
mation on Agnew for appro- 
priate release fat best advan- 
tage aud timing. Like now, 
thereuemru-mediapu8ons 
who know what is planned 
and are forbidden to speak or 
write on the issues. 

So, under the 25th Amend- 
ment, Gerald Ford was put into 
the slot of vice-president-BY 
APPOINTMENT, NOT ELEC- 
TION. Then when it came down 
to August 8, 1974-Nixon rep 
signed. Next day he departed2 
Gerald Ford became President 
by APPOINTMENT, NOT ELEC; 
TION and he in turn put m 
Nelson Rockefeller as vice-pres.6 
dent, who could not have othed 
wise gotten into the position. 

Now remember back, one of 
the first things that Gerald Ford 
did was to PARDON NIXON. 
Even your ‘legal experts” 
couldn’t figure out for a while 
what had hit the fan. This was 
unprecedented-a PARDON in 
ADVANCE OF PROSECUTION. 
Years later, chelas, the foreman 
of the ‘Special” Grand Jw; 
admitted that they had voted an 
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indictment of Richard Nixon 
and, therefore, the pardon was 
from a “pending indictmenr. 
EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING 
RIGHT NOW! 

or about July 10th. So-right 

So, now, guess who got right 

now your UComznander-in- 
Chief/Resident” is NOT in 

into the middle of’visiting” with 

control of the United States! 
Top officials in the military 

“witnesses” about the accusa- 

have already been briefed on 
these pending allegations (se- 

tions under the ?zover” of find- 

cret indictments). 

ing out “truth”? Ah so-Perot! 

treason and the fire is getting Qtlayle’s run overnight. It 
very, very HOT. This group in- would be quicker by far than 
eludes the uOctober Surprise” with Agnenv. 
accusers and so on. Know that a “Perot” game is 

The next obvious question in the immediate working. This 
The “convenient” problem 

with the present scenario is that 
there is a“pending indictment” 
but the Grand Jury in point has 
been disbanded and under the 
present terms of action the 
Independent Counsel Law ex- 
pires December lSth, 1992. 
They MUST, therefore, do some- 
thing prior to December 15th. 
December 15th, you will note, 
is several weeks AFTER the 
“election period”. 

from you should be: “rhen why is evidenced by his sudden re- 
don’t these fine men just get the sponsive ‘drop-out” while stat- 
word out? How? How many of . ing his continued participation 

The point in progress here 
is that there is NO INTENTION 
OF YOU HAVING A “REGU- 
LAR” ELECTION THIS YEAR, 
1992. IN NO WAY CAN IT BE 
UREGULAR” AT ANY 
STRETCHING OFTHE IMAGI- 
NATION. 

The point now is: =How do 
we save Reagan, Bush and 
Weinberger from the hang- 
QXUl?” Bad news for Bush: 
Obstruction of Justice has al- 
ready been waged against “high- 
est ranking” Bush staff, and 
“published”. I believe it is now 
apparent WHO ‘high ranking” 
IS. 

This is why all the hoopla 
and stupidity of statements 
such as Bush step-down, 
Quayle step-down and thus 
and so. The stage is being set 
to roll smoothly when the 
action clapper snaps. 

SO WHAT DOES THIS 
HAVE TO DO WITH PEROT 

AND TODAY? 

Because THE ‘prosecutor” 
has authority to tell the fore- 
man or other jury authority to 
‘take the ‘paper’ back, do not 
issue it for it will topple the 
government, hold it or whatever 
v-w . . . p The point is that if this 
is released presently-it will 
most surely bring down the gov- 
ernment-so release would not 
be feasible until AFTER THE 
ELECTION DATE when contin- 
gency plans move into play. 

Perot, unfortunately, be- 
comes the “perfect oneA to carry 
through such a plot. Perot was 
to his ears in hostages, etc., in 
Iran and the dandy media pro- 
duction, Wings of Eagles, was a 
total farce. Remember it was 
Ross’ company whose hostages 
were taken in 1979-why and 
what was going on to cause 
such action? Ross Perot knew 
all about operations such as 
*October Surprise” and other 
clandestine encounters. He had 
top people in Teheran. This 
man was at one time a member 
of the Foreign Intelligence Advi- 
sory Board that supervises the 
*dirty tricks” and %overt op- 
erations of the CIA”. He was 
also, as mentioned prior to this, 
in business with Israeli big shot 
Ariel Sharon. 

you see Colonel James “Bo” 
Gritz’name anywhere, anytime? 
The Perot campaign manager in 

There is a book out which 
outlines these events of 
Watergate which you can get 

Los Angeles HAD NEVER 

from;Liberty Lobby, and I sup- 

HEARD OF BO GRITZ! 

pose elsewhere, called SILENT 
The publisher of that COUP. 

book is now under massive pres- 
sure to stop publication and 
distribution of the book itself. 
So, I would guess it is pretty 
“right on”. Note that no matter 
how it might at first strike you, 
to pull Nixon down through 
Watergate” was far more ef- 
fective than simply having him 
arrested wherein he would have 
simply come out stronger rather 
than unscathed. Remember 
that McCord was a double agent 
and the whole of the Watergate 
scenario is excellent reading. 
E. Howard Hunt is simply al- 
ways involved and personally 
integrated in assassinations, 
etc. You have to keep right up 
on your toes to fit the pieces 
together, chelas, but you can do 
it if you are willing to find truth. 

You also have to remember 
that Haig had a very big bone to 
pick with Nixon and picked it! 

Remember that the CIA is 
very active in that area known 
as the ‘Golden Crescent” so it 
doesn’t look too good for Perot’s 

SO HOW COULD IT WORK 
NOW? 

Either just prior to the date 
of election, or immediately af- 

innocence, does it? thrforcU- ter, a’short-term’ action could 
nati@, tt ts Q b-2 repeat of be run by not slating Quayle to 
that which wus takingplace be running as the vice-presi- 
in Vtstnam wherein total dent (and another slated in his 
treasonists, Nixon and place); also, Quayle might very 
Kissingtr, w work+lgde&s well resign because of a ‘Pend- 
with the Niwth. This cost the ing Scandal” (a case called The 
2)1#sofwofU.S. tlun Chamberlain Case). There is a 
and the accusations wem witxmss and prior “partner” 
being made by om who of Quayle who is in prison 
knewandsawbutcouldnot tryingeverywayimaginable 
bepubliclg head to Wbs* against Quayle 

because he is NOW bittw in- 
SPECIFIC MANEUVER deed. TheclaimisthatDan 

Quaylewa~in~them~uana 
There are again some fine business” with him. That 

This has now been d&ne in .men .who, are accusing their stw w been made public 
the case of George Bush--on (your) Commander-in-Chief of long ago and could end 

You can KNOW that this ac- 
tion has been taken because of 
other happenings. Within a 
week of Nixon’s “resignation” 
the ciphers (nuclear codes) were 
taken from Nixon through Pen- 
tagon changing of the codes. At 
that time it was arranged 
through Haig who knew of the 
“secret indictment pending” 
and therefore *cannot act as 
Commander-in-Chief’. This 
simply meant that the ‘box” 
held by Nixon became inopera- 
tive. 

THE PHOENM LIBERA TOR 

and urging to go on and get him 
on all ballots around the na- 
tion-this is GAMESMANSHIP 
at its most obvious, chelas. Then 
came the nice cozy calls and 
thanks to Perot while Bush was 
SUPPOSEDLY FISHING IN 
WYOMING. I BELIEVE YOU 
MUSTBY NOW BE SEEINGTHE 
HANDWRITING ON THE UP- 
FRONT WALL! 

Next step, Quayle is out- 
Perot is in and then when Bush 
resigns for whatever reason 
(health probably as they are al- 
ready setting the stage for your 
deceiving), then if he hasn’t re- 
signed PRIOR to election date 
he would then resign on what- 
ever pretext-THEN, under the 
25th Amendment, Perot would 
turn around and APPOINT, NOT 
ELECT, a new vice-president. 
Then, a Presidential PARDON 
could be dropped on you with- 
out recourse if done prior to 
December 15th. The most op- 
portune time for the maneuver 
would be between the Novem- 
ber election date and December 
15th (just prior to inauguration 
date of Jan. 20, ‘93.) If the 
occumznce is mandatory prior 
to election date--THEN, Perot 
would already be on the ballots 
and assume the role of candi- 
date for the purpose of election 
fodder. 

OTHER LOSSES 

‘But,’ you might ask, “what 
does this have to do with the 
Democrats? And, what would 
cause early resignation, and, 
and, and....? 

Well, there is plenty of final 
incriminating evidence which 
has been passed in security be- 
tween, actually, submarine 
transfer. There are visual re- 
cordings, for instance, of Bush 
in the cockpit with Russbacher 
coming home from Paris in ‘Oc-, 
tober Surprise”-wouldn’t that 
be a nice ‘Fall Surprise”? In- 
deed, Bush knows of the evi- 
dence-why do you think the 
fast-track push for Executive 
Order control of your nation? 
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He has to HAVE CONTROL BE- other way” and “take no ac- mail. It certainly IS difficult to place in other parts of the 
FORE ALL THIS HITS THE FAN! tion”. keep the possibilities ‘straight” world-for they tell who and 

It doesn’t Matter how Perot and that, dear ones, is THE what is involved in the overall. 
might feel politically-THE ALL FALL DOWN? OOPS! FULL INTENT. This operation ‘U.S. Election” 
GOVERNMENT’S FALL IS is but a tiny, tiny portion. You 
SOMETHING NO MAN WILL So, Perot can be the acting TO GEORGE GREEN are facing THE ANTI-GOD! I 
WANT ON HIS CONSCIENCE President without any election can only remind my ones and 
UNDER ANY CIRCUM- whatsoever, under the 25th Take care, friend, for the ones thoseof God-GOD WINS! HOW 
STANCES-AND HE, TOO, IS Amendment. who are pulling down the cur- HE WINS IS PRETTY MUCH UP 
INTHEKNOWINGTHATHECAN Now, chelas, THIS IS THE tain are also ones giving TO YOU! 
BE DISCREDITED-ESPE- CONTINGENCY “PLAN”. I do information that you were a CIA We stand ready, willing 

CIALLY NOW! HE WOULD BE not expect it to take place operativeanddisinformer. Take and ~ety able to &de, but 
WORSE THAN “NOTHING” because too much other action this in any way you choose- you WtZZ ask avid do the work 
WHEN “THEY” GETTHROUGH is underway to never allow it to just take cover and be careful! in the physical pzane--Or it 
WITH HIM REGARDLESS OF get to election day. Unfortu- Eustace (Mullins), be most sharll not be done. ood will 
ORIGINAL INTENT. nately, for you, it means a pull- cautious for you, too, are being win edfhet -I would sug- 

SO WHAT HAVE ing away of all your freedom in utilized as a tool for personal gest, Row, thatifyaualso 

uTHEY” GOT ON GRITZ the very, very near future-or gain by ones you think to be wish to win, that 310~ get O# 

FOR BLACKilMlL? NOT 
causing you so many horren- your friends. Do not allow your your asse& and haul those 
dous disasters that you wish work to be lost as has been asse& 

MUCH BECA USE THEY freedom was all that would be at Walter Russell’s. Walter’s, You don’t need a Space Com- 

WAVE TRIED USING IT st*e. granted, is spiritual by design- mand to interfere or intervene- 

,d PRIOR To NOW! THE 
I don’t need to remind you yours historical. Both are man- you simply need to get off your 

ONLY W%ApON AGAINST 
that the adversary is not going datory for Man to have. Regard- duffs and get on with it. Just 
to publish this on CNN nor in less of WHO may well tell you one of you who cares enough- 

GJU’TZ IS l’0 KEEP Hl’Rf the Washington Post. BUT, otherwise-Green is not your can pull the whole rotten mess 

FROM BEING RECOG- THERE ARE ENOUGH PATRI- danger. I would speak of these down around their ears. I won- 

NIZED AND HEARD. SO 
OTS WHO NOW KNOW-AND things “directly” but not in this der if you will do it? 
EVEN A FEW MORE AFTER openforumwithoutyourknowl- Hatonn to close this seg- 

YOUSEE, ITBOILS DOWN THIS RELEASE-THAT YOU edge. We respect Privacy-not ment. 
TO WHAT yo &THE- CAN MAKE THEM HAVE TO Gossip/Secrets. So be it. 
f PEOPLE DO FROM HERE CHANGETHE PLAN. REMEM- Next, to John Coleman’s 

ON IN. 
BER THAT THE ADVERSARY readers who miss the “insider’s 
IUUST RELY ON SECRECY AND report” and update some three 
DARKACTIONSTOIKAINTAIN times a week-call 312-731- 

CLINTON AND DEMOCRATS COVER. HE CANNOT FUNC- 1100 and you will get a three- 
TION IF LIGHT IS TURNED times-a-week outlay of infor- 

Firstly, the Bilderbergers ONTO HIS PERFORMANCES. mation (insider). I suggest my 
chose Clinton to fill the Presi- 
dency on contingency alterna- 

own people, starting with 
“NATURAL” DISASTERS Dharma, call that number for 

tive plans. This is like direct STILL “ON” she sits here in bewilderment. 
grooming by the Committee of The first clue to knowing my 
300. But not to worry anyway- The “null-timem emergency enemies is to know and watch 
he is more blackmailable than period of total isolation of corn- because they THINK I do not 
any of the others. 

Clinton is involved, as Gov- 
munities via long-distance and know what they are doing and 
emergency services is still who is doing it. 

ernor of Arkansas, in what is “ON”-if they can get any ac- 
called the ‘Mena Airport Scan- tion from their lasers. This be- 
dal”. This is not a NEW inci- 
dent-it has been fluffing and 

comes less probable as Russia 
is still able to disable the satel- 

MY PURPOSE 

blowing around for a long, long lites and equipment and “they” 
My mission is to BRING 

time-waiting to be drawn forth 
TRUTH first so that you can 

can see a way to win this round accept that which comes next. I 
in a big-gun blast too late to through your own indiscretions weary of this type of games- 
recoup Democraticvoters, and/ 
or candidates for that matter- 

in high places. playing but it must be done if 
The “disasters’@ now set for 

but that is WHY “Gore”, just in 
you are to awaken and see at 

triggering of massive #natural all. 
case there has to be last minute appearing phenomenon” me 

emergency changes. 
My thrust is in duty to God 

very definitely ON. This still is for HIS people-but to find his 
Clintonwassecretlyinvolved planned to begin in California people, I must participate in the 

with the CIA since his school- for the most impact. ALSO, you foolishnessofunfoldingactions. 
da”=” and as a Rhodes scholar. 
Clinton, as Governor, aided and 

have the military centers lo- I am eager to put this all aside 
cated in California and the ones 

abetted the smuggling of drugs causing 
and bring you truth and foun- 

trouble for the dation of GOD. 
and weapons through the Mena, 
Arkansas @lOI? for the benefit 

Administration are going to get 
the worst *bump” by &stmc- OTHER ATTENTIONS 

of the CIA, Oliver North, George tion in California. You have 
(Fomt#aeI&md&bntohis 

Bush and others. He simply blackmailers blackmailing the You cannot turn away from 
bookCALLED TO SERVE) 

told the State police t0 *look the blackmailers through black- observation of that which takes 
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Learn What Bo Gritz 
Would Do As President 
(Editor’s note:. The following information is from a well-written lirrochure on the Grits-for-pmsitdent ccrmpdign;) 

What “Bo” Believes 
For The USA. . l 

Ml!MES “BO” GRIT2 

The Time is Now-&fs Me 
America Back From the 
“Republiczatf Who Have 
Bmight Our Nation to the 
Brink ofRuin 

EXPERIENCE & A- 

*MostdeconitedGreenBeretCommander-62valorcitations 
l hlteuigence mcer A-K Reco- Chief, Delta Force 
*Commander, US. Army Speciai Forces Latin America 
l Chief, Special Activities U.S. Army GeneraI Stag, The Pentagon 
l Chief, Congressional Re&ons OSDISA. The Pentagon 
l Principle Agent NSC. 1n@igence Support Activity 
l Four operations into Communist Asia to rescue U.S. POWs 
* Four times into Bum& inthmous “Goiden Ttiangb?’ 
l Bained Afghan Mujahideen Freedom Fb$ttem-&lvisoc Saudi Arabii 
l 100 special operations-viiblam. Cd Ias and Africa 

* Recovered U-2 Spy Plane “Blackbox” captured by Communists 
l Author of ho&~ 14 XATION BETRAYED ancl CALLED l0 SERVE 

QUALIFICATIONS 

l FAA CommerciaJ Pilot & Fliit instructor. Karate 6th degme Blackbelt, 
Master ParwhutistiHALO, Underwater Demolitions Expert. Combat ln- 
fantryman. Special Forces lostructor, Army Ranger 6r Pathfinder Nevada 
%ching Certificate: MA. (Communications American U.; Master Mil sci, 
usAcM;sc; B!ki. (Law & corIwtions), u. IN& G%ilied Hvprotkrapia 
fluent in Swahili and Chinese %rndarin, Sect& 15% Counter-terrorist 
specialist 

HONORS 

l Featured by General William C. Westmomland as ‘The” American 
Soldier in his memoin A SOWlER REpofTIs 

l Subject of numerous hooks and articles on Special Forces hteiiigence 
Operations and U.S POWs. Role model for movies Uncommon Woe 
Mission MIA 

l Fmedom Foundation’s - George Washington Honor Medal 
l Military Order of Worid Wars - Patrick Henry Patrionsm Medal 
l Married to Claudii Jean King - Four Children - Grandson 

OBJECTIVE 

Restore ConstitutionaJ Government Return our Prisoners of War While 
They are Still Alive Win the War on Drugs Put Accumcy, kcountability: 
and Integrity into Our Government 

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS P ASSOCIATIONS 

American Legion, Veterans of Fare&n Wan. Military order of the Purple 
Heart, Disabled American Veterans, Special Forces Amoc&ion,. Special 
Operations Association. National Rifle Association, KJwani% AMVJZTS. 
Viitnam Veterans of America. Aircmft Owners 6r Pilots Asmiation. Ken- 
tucky CoImeI.s Ret&d officers &cc&ion, National lnteU&nce Counter 
Intelligence Association, Boy Scouts of herica (Scout Xasterl 

WHAT DOES “BO” SllzND FOR? 

Christian ethic and Constitutionai government under the Deciii&on oi 
fndependence and Bill of Rig&. Bo is the on& presidential candidate 
with a positive plan to get us out of debf balance the hiera b&e& 
senuetheeconomyandaUow~utokeepwhat)aumakeBo~~us 
a confident preference ow the Repubihat %vil of hw iessok 

WHAT WILL “Bo” txITz Do As PRESIDENT? 
The f&wing is %o’s” contract b alI Americans! 
In return for your st.tpporL as PreGdent of the United Sta& 

I “Bo” Grit2 WiIk 

l -H DEBT FREE CON-ONAL CURREN- 
CY AND ELIMINATE THE FED. 1 wii! immediateiy reinstate 
the JFK Executive Order authorizing the printing of $450 bilbon in 
no interest “United States Notes.” This w=iIl put the privately owned 
banking consortium known as the Federal Reserve System out of 
business until the public can be informed of its insidious role in our 
cunent~miccrisis.CongrrssonthenbemadetoretumtoCorr 
stitutionalnarenc)lltmakesnosenseto~unvyonourownmoney. 
FedemIReservebanksusethenationaldebtascoIIatemIandthrougb 
%actiondi7,ed banking’ lend many times that amount at interest back 
to the people Since assuming the CongmssionaI responsibility for 
legal tender in 1913. the FED has never been audited! Thomas Jef- 
ferson warned us if ever the banks took over our currency and credit, 
our children wouId wake up as slaves on the continent conquered 
hy their fathers! 

l STOPTHEINCOME TAXANDGETRiDOFTHEIRS! 
I will immediately send a special counsel to ascertain whether or not the 
16th Amendment (income tax) wits properly mtified. There is no statute 
of limitations oe fraud. Federal income tax will be 
eliminated. . .aIong with the IRS! We can pay for government thnmgh 
Constitutional means 

l BALANCE THE FEDERAL BUDGET! In 1832 Old Hickory 
was President and America’s bills were paid. Foreign wars and com- 
pound interest ran the debt to 91 trillion in 1981. By 1989 the debt 
had tripled and now stands at 54 triUion with a 5300 billion interest 
payment. Last year the deficit started at 365 billion and ended up 
S293.7 billin in the red. The 1992 budget is already projected to 

be $500 billion more than authorized. If .urwt paid people the kind 
oi money to&k poiiticians make to mdiIdge your affairs and tkY 
pertkmed with the same inesponsibie ine@iciency of out eiected o6 
fiti& ye tmhi tire fiem.! It’s long past time we change the direc- 
tion of our nation! 

l HALT RUNAWN SPENDING BY CAPITOL HII& We an 
put Congressional spending control back into the hands of the 
American people The House Appmprianons Committee writes the 
che&buttheSenateauthorizestheexpenfmnesUnderourori(pnaI 
Constitution. U.S. Senators wem selected by the State Legislature 
Your state capitol is a lot closer than Washington, D.C. Nonsensical 
spending wotdd end if the public heId loed officials a~cwntable 1913 
was a bad year. The FED was created to break America economical- 
ly: Senate selection was removed born the states to encourage NMW~~Y 
spending; the income tax was imposed to pay for these excesses. The 
17th Amendment shoaid be revoked. 

* END FOREIGN AID .AND THE BUY OUT OF 
AMERICA. Foreign aid is nothing more than welfare with no U.S. 
recipient. Debtors aren’t choosers. It must be AMEiUG% lrlHS’F un 
tiiwearroutddeMMdbadconourfeetWtrvaRnesendingbiIlions 
overseas when over a milliin Americans are homeless and even mom 
are out of work? 

l OPPOSE GLOBAL GOVERNMENT AND BUSH’S “NEW 
WORLD ORDER.” U.S. state Department ~ubbcation 7zncaBs 
for the Ykwd ad Complete Dhammment of the United 
States.” Only a United Nations ‘“Peace Force” would be armed. . . ail 
other weapons would be destroyed. Our sovereignty and Bill of 

Rights must be protected. The preamble to a Worid Constitution says 
the age of nations must end. _ . the governments have decided to order 
their sepamte sovereignties into one government to which they sur- 
render their arms. 24 U.S. Senators (two Presidential candidates. 
Harkin and Bongas) and 80 Representatives have signed a “Deciara- 
tion of Interdependence” They would turn our nation and resources 
over to a global government. We must defend our sacred birthright 
as Americans against ail who would merge the United States of 
;\merica into USA, Incorporated with King George or anyone else 
as chairman of the board. 

l INSTITUTE “WORKFARE” N LIEU OF WELFARE. 
America needs a “Had-~p~’ not a hand-out! We stop paying thrmers 
not to produce We stop issuing stamps and instead offer food and 
opportunity to the IruIy pooc We enforce immigiation laws and quo& 
We halt the illegal alien invasion. Our own citizens are being denied 
assistance. education. and work by thousands who sneak acmss our 
borders each year Citizenship should not be avaiIabie to those who 
evade the INS. Provide for our own instead of outsiders. . . defend 
our borders, but no mme -rid pokeman! 

*ROLL BACK BIG BROTHER, THE FEDERAL 
BUREAUCRACY AND LECISLATXVE SIXIVES that have 
invadedourpri~interfemdwithfreeen~andmst&edpn+ 
duction. A return to Constih~tionai Law will pd the fanss on the 
FDA and Energy Department so alternathe fuels and mediui 
cures can be advanced in the competition with the sacmd petro- 
chemical cows. A monetized money svstem will replace the bankers 
cashless society 

‘RESTORE STATES RIGHTS AND PERSONA-L LIBER- 
TY. John D. Rockefeller’s first General Ed&on Board chairman 
described education a peopIe yieiding thenwk3withperlectdociilitY 
to our molding hands We can repiaee submissise manipulation 
with motivated kmrning in competent sehods 250.000 high 5chooi 
gmduates last year codd not read tbeir diploma. RonaId Reagan pro 
mised to eliminate the Education Department. He didn’t, but I will! 
Each student sbouki have .a voucher and choice of learoiag 
center. Competition and prof~~*aaEsm will purge poor teachers 
and administrators while oromoting those with merit. 

l SECURE THE AMERICAN DREAM by stopping all farm 
fomlosures and sponsoring a law that protects the “home” fram 
government seizure. 
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* RESCUE OUR PRISONERS OF WAR while thev ive still 
alive. The U.S. Senate study pP POW’< ~J~xMI 31 !&u ‘$1. reports 

7) THE NATIONAL DEFENSE SHALL BE STRONG 
- -- _- ~---- --e-- 

VOlE-iiXiii’Z FOR RIGHTS RV ‘!B!’ 
I 

.-. -..“‘-.‘“I--.-n 

25,000 U.S. servicemen were I___.___ -.. lihfd nq the Eastern FI 
ENOUGH To DEFEAT ANY ACCRESSOR our military and 

Soviets in 1945, but never repatriated! 
rant by the 

The Russians wanted $6 
militiashallbes~nedattheI~tOpIOYideforthecommondeiense 
We will defend our borders, let other nations defend w THE PM %o” Gritz National Presidential 

billion. Our C.Ls were lmprisonea in the Cu& TteE 
lderto5,oooAlnehnsd~Mandnma 
KomatotheCuhgs Thouswdtdourmentumedupmissingin 
xtionin!kuthe&A&Hun&&~knowntoheheIdin~ 
HentyKi&@rwouldnotIlegOt&fortheirr&UllIsincethe~ 
thelewasseaeLRK&withthescxiet~andvii~ 
men~&dedown,wecouldbeuncoue&theseherwsinstead 
biibtsinesand buRaucratswouki~than.Oilcompanieswant 
tob@nokhoredriil&,NUTONB.MORECENTOFAMERlCAN 
AIDmANY-uNTB.THEYREruI?NouRPow8! 

‘LIFT THE LID ON WAsHINmN, DISTRICT OF 
cRIMlN~andexposethoseguiltyd-ngAmeiicafor 
penonalgain.NathalSeswityhasbecomeasynonymforcowr- 
up. Reagan didn’t know Bush denied ciuev died, Poindexter lied. 
OlliemarbiedandNoriegafriedallw~epatriottforprofitmiPde 
miuionsfnnntlle~ F%flSAiiltdCdfW~SStO~ 
the -ntsbupl” 

l CUTCOSTSANDREQUJRECONTR5UTIONSFROM 
FEDERAL OFFICIALS for problem solving. Public sevants 
shoddpehmoutdpathtkmratherthanforpmtitIwillissue 
anExeaheorderaaliingthepayofev.lye&ctedandappuinted 
ofBciaIfromthehsidentandcabinctthw&C~iindthe 

’ NITlATE “FULLY INFORMEDJURY” LEGlSLATlON. 
I%xsidentljncdn-wethepcoplrpPtherightfldmasten, 
bothofGx@rssandthecow&nottoowrthmwtbeConsthhn, 
buttoolstthosewhopenwtalrkrsNoci6sencanbetiiedwithout 
agkawljwyhiktme&Nopahiatcankwnishedwithoutapetit 
juryk tZCdCtbAfUUyinformcd~iS~deSmse~desporr 
whowouldndeinstexldseruemAfullyinbnwdjuvknowsthey 
havethedutytoj~thespilitasweUasthelette?ofthelaw. 

’ BRING BACK HIGH STXNDARD OF DECENCY. America 
isdmwninginasewerdd and immorality promote&by the 
liberalandcorporak*thatownthepokiansandrunourcoun- 
@t I will renew our pledge as a natioa under God. 

++AND++iMOREi+,MUCH++,MORE++ 
2ooyemsagoourfordath~roaledforlibertrlwaypeoplewtlii 
forxcurityLikeasleeping(2ianfthmadsdtyrannyarebeingspun 
tokeepusdown.It’sRipvanwinkle~...~RIcx.wAI(Eup! 
We need a second American Rewlution. We’ve got one more hill 
to take.. .Capitoi Hill. Thii time we’ll win with baik% instead d 
bulletr There anz 25 million Amexican Veterans who took an oath 
ofbuetithandaUegiancetodefendourConstiMonagainstALL 
ENEMIES foreign and DOMESTIC 1 can’t do it alone. but (read 
Ii Kings 6:15-17). ‘zbgetber. as Amex-14ans. We’ll Win! 

AMERICA FIRST COALITION 
“BLLL OF GRITZ” 

1) AMElUCAISACBlUSTIANNATlON.The First Amendment 
allomallpeopletoworshiphowlrwhenorwhatthev~OurstaMes 
should~~tunarhamedacceptanceaf~tycodMdHislaws. 

2) THE CONSTITUTION IS AN INSPIBED DOCUMENT. The 
checks and balances of the Cons&&ion atz timeless in their application. 
They are designed to protect our Republic against tyranny and the car- 
nal nature of man. THIS WE WILL DEFEND! 

;K;;MENTS CONTRARY TO THE CONSmUTION 
RESCINDED. The 16th amendment allowing personal 

incometDbetaxediscon~,asisthe~ReserveSystemMdthe 
lnterd Revenue Service and shall be eliminated. Americans shoukl keep 
whattheyearn.WewillbPlancothofederalbu~b~to 
tbe Coostitntion. 

3) ‘A’S CONT?URY To THE CONSTITUTION SHXLL BE 
RE’jOKED. Article 3 of the Constitution provides for the common law 
Executive statutes have usurped our basic tits. Au such laws atter be- 
ing Constihrtionaily tested shall be rejected. We The people Are Back! 

5) XPRE.ME COURT POWER SHALL BE CUBBED. Congreu 
shall exercise its constitutional right of restding judicial review thus 
eliminating Supreme Court access to states nghts qu&ons Issws such 
as education. payer in school. criminal rights, abortions, etc. in accor- 
dance with the 10th Aticle of the Bill of Rights shall be &red to the 
states.ClTIZENS’RICHTSTOAFULLYINFORMEDJURYSHALL 
BE REVIVED. 

6) THE UNITED S’IXES OF AMERICA SHALL REMAIN A 
SO\XREICN NATION. The Constitution is our supreme law m 
ing the United States of America All treaties or agreeomb with other 
nations or entities such as the United Nations, that in any way threaten 
the smkgnty or s&determination of the United States d Ame&a shall 
bedeclamdnuUandvoid.WESAYNOT0THENEWMM?IJMtDER! 

PLE’S RIGHT IX) BEAJt ARM6 SHALL NOT BE lMlzMcER 
FREEDOMNOW!forow-OFWAR! 
8) FOREIGN AID SHALL BE ELIMINAl’ED. It shalI be 
AMlmcAmuntiweareoutddebtourownneedyshllbegiven 
a “HAND UP’ not a “HAND OUT” through “WORKFARE” not 
“WELFARE:’ 

9) FOREIGN BUYOUT OF AMERICA SHALI, BE STOPPED. 
Othernationspmhibitfore@owne&ipdtheirland,u,~we!~ 
AMEBICANHOMESBALLBESECUREFROM~ 
SUEURE! 
10) FAIR TRADE NOT FREE TRADE. Hk shall stop UnQir corn- 
peti6onwithfofeigngoo&andprotectAmerkan~OurConstj~ 
tionprovidosforpaymentdgcnremmrntthraugh~ndouro*m 
commexeAMmttcAFBtsmwEWlLLmP- 

IlmwrRY GOING OFF !5HoItE Am 'IABMC 

OitliWMdlWWWOWUlall~indrrsiaby~~bOniaJ 

iust~J~apan’andotherfomignuxmtnes Amerka~wiilhauejobs 
andahiishhddhvingjustas~~bdomBushisuaiThe 
NewWwldOrder.WcwiUdowhatbbestfor~~~&~~andothcr~ 

triescanmctaccordinghr 

Campaign Committee. . . 
YOUCANCOUNTON 

MYCONTINUEDSUPPORTBO! 
7b~apreJldentialcamp@ninall5Ostatestakutmnenhummmit- 
ment. Enclosed is my donation of; 

0 flooo 0 5500 Cl 5200 0 Sloe Cl $75 

El $50 0 $25 0 $10 0 55 cl other 

Employer & Occupahon 

REMEMBER THAT YOUR HEARTFELT COXIXIBUI’ION 
WILL HELP US QUALIFY FOR ,MAXHINC FUi;vDs 
FROM THE GOVERNMENT FOR THE CXMPAICN. 
UI-tOkiptb4BOCritzforRpsichntcMpden 

in my area. I realize this is a m effortthat 
requires many volunteers to be saccessfaL Please 
contact me. 

For More Information Write ‘I& “Bo” Grits Nathal 
Presidential Campaign Committee; I?O. Box 1327; Mid- 
dleburg, Florida 320504327. Or Call: (904) 5X3-0707 

“Bo” Grita Natioml twddmwCmpignCom~ 
RO.BOlll3271 Nlddwurg I FL 32050-1327 
@w 573-07m 

“Bo” Gritz 

Adbess- 

Phone (Optional) 

city, state zip 
Make contrildon to 30 Grit2 h Predenf Campa&h 
and mail back with DONATION FORM in the enclosed 

Bo is a true American Riot who is serious about protec- 
return endope Thank yau /or ynu suppm7. 

ting our nation, re-storing stab rights rejecting global govern 
HELP SfRE.AD THE WORD To YOUR FRIEXDS lLVD R&LXll73 
SPECIAL OFFER: 

ment, and safeguarding personal Uxtty. A rehrn to Constitu- VIDEO. XJDICKAPES. .Wll RROCHLaES 

tionaI Government is our best security for America’s Rtce 

ftlttt~! 
VIDEO: Col. Critz’ polittcd Vi&The Pmblems and The Cores 120.00 
AUJMO: Cd. Crib’ 2 Hoar Polittcal Speech 10.00 

Americaisontbe brinkof&aster,BUTCANBE SAV- ~~~~~URES:~o~ritsfor~lrsidmt...Wlut"~o"&~im 
ED BY genuine patriots like YOU taking heroic action! For The U!5A stoa per loo 

PLEASE USE TINS ORDER FORM 

PLEASE HELP SUPPORT xme Tel. 

“30” GmTZ FOR Address 

PRESIDENT m ‘92 
City, State. Zip 

Description Quantity x Unit Price = Total 

WITH A GENEROUS 
CONTRIBUTION FROM America First Coalition Paid For By “Bn” Critz Campagn CommMee 

YOU WE ALL VUIN IN ‘92 
PLEASE DO ALL YOU CAN. 

EVERY CENT GOES DIRECTLY 
TO THE CAMPAIGN. 

Sandm Allen. T- 

WE WANT YOU ‘IQ HAVE AN "AMERICA FIRST” 
PACKAGE FROM “BO” THAT INCLUDES A 34.MINUTE 
VIDEO PLATFORW PRESEN’IXION. WE REQUEST 
YOU COPY, SHOW, AND DISTRIBUTE THESE 
MATERIALS TO YOUR FRIENDS, FAMlLY, AND COM- 
MUNITY. (S20.00-donation pi-) 

“50” ?JEEDS VOLL’NTEERS N EVERY STATE 
AND CITY. HE NEEDS LEADERS ‘IO FORM AC- 
TION CENTERS. WE NEED PATRIOTS TO 
SECURE BALLOT SIGNATURES. 

“BO” XEEDS 10.000 TALENTED, ETHICAL 
CITIZENS WILLKK TO HELP HIM AD- 
ZlINISTER “OUR” GOVERXMENT AFTER 
ELECTIOEU’! 

OUR CHILDREAV WILL INHERIT THE FRUll?3 OF OUR 
LABOR. DON’T LET US BE THE FIRST GENERATION To 
TAKE &YORE THAN WE GIVE. 

WILL YOU GIVE OF YOUR 
TIME AND WEST? 

BO GRITZ - 
FOR PRESIDENT 

“We’ve got one more hill 
to take-- 

Capitol Hill !I’ 

For Information dall 
In California: 1-805-583~3817 

National: l-800-633-7692 
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THOUGHTS ON 
“REPETITION” 

-On Repetition 
And Remembering 

S/2/92 #l HATONN 

“People don’t like ‘repeti- 
tion”? There MUST be repeti- 
tion for in this day of total rep- 
etition-there must be the mul- 
tiple presentation or no one 
hears or sees. There are two 
very valid reasons for this-l. 
After people have repeated or 
repeatedly heard a phrase a 
great number of times-w+ 
especially from an ‘authority” 
figure-they believe it whether 
it be true or false. It IS the 
method of training (brainwash- 
ing) the subconscious mind to 
cause the conscious mind to 
function according to “orders” 
from another. And 2. Anything 
and everything is only found or 
discovered ONCE in the world 
and therefore all coming subse- 
quently is repetition. 

If a person says something 
unworthy-no amount of rep- 
etition makes it worthy-only 
gossip and misinformation. If, 
however, it be worthy-he MUST 
repeat it over and over again 
until it is seen and heard. Rep- 
etition is the only form of per- 
manence that nature can 
achieve and, therefore, you shall 
continue to hear many things 
repeated again and again. There 
can be np ‘overdoing” in the 
Truth of GOD. Ifyou believe it to 
be different-then you did not 
hear it the firrt time! 

seems to be that you remember 
best that which would be better 
forgotten. Memory is like unto 
a fishing net with holes and yet 
is also quite cluttered with fish 
as from a stream; but a dozen 
miles of water have run through 
it without sticking for there was 
naught to grasp onto for your 
‘sorting” mechanism is now 
damaged. 

‘REMEMBERING” 

This is an entirely different 
set of circumstances within the 
mind: Memories are like com- 
puter or ‘card-indexes” con- 
sulted, and then put back- 
very often in diro+der-by vari- 
ous authorities whom you do 
not control nor even recognize. 
In all your journeys to date you 
will find that you have long since 
forgotten far, far more than you 
remember-and thus, the re- 
membering must be a3 new- 
ness. It always, in addition, 

Too often man he-s the 
phrase “Forgive and Forget”. 
Nay, nay-instantly Iorgiv- 
never.forget! The only tnings 
to. be garnered in worthmess 
are the things learned through 
remembering. The sad por- 
tions -presented are cast forth 
because it seems the minds are 
now trained to insist on cher- 
ishing those beastly incidents 
and casting aside as hardly 
noted, the wondrous beauty of 
the experiences, save a frag- 
ment here and there as occa- 
sional nostalgia presents. How 
wondrous it would be if the mind 
were unable to forget the beau- 
tiful and automatically cast 
aside the perceived negative? 
But how would you recognize 
choices? You must always real- 
ize that oblivion is the dark 
page, whereon Memory writes 
her light-beam characters and 
makes them legible; were it all 
light, nothing could be read 
there, any more than if it were 
all darkness. Ponder it for you 
are experiencing in a setting of 
light AND dark images and 
manifested actions’tis your 
training ground just as school 
is for the tot. Would it not be 
marvelous if you, as adults 
taught, properly, the child to 
grow in strength mstead of de- 
liberate weakness in the things 
of ‘true living which must be 
learned before returning unto 
God? 

RETURN TO GOD 

Ah, it is the purpose of all 
experience-and, why in fact, 
the adversary so stifles your 
senses that you cannot help but 
shatter into the oblivion of his 

own scenarios. It is the soul at 
scaKe on the gaming table of 
exucl Icxe and you have for- 
Hotten. Spiritual expression 
ana reality of soul LIFE is long 
ago cast out so that you MUST 
forget or only harbor question- 
ing and ever so faint memory of 
surnetning from another day or 
anr Nhd time unrecalled in full- 
rlev3. Our task is to simply 
alow the recall of the Truth so 
Llldt you make decisions of 
lllgner purpose and mind-set 
worthy of your level of learning 
m vour journey of experience 
SAC-K TO GOD. The guidelines 
are given and the path mapped- 
but the adversary places detour 
*sand hobbles at every turn. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

How will your life-stream story 
read? Will it say ((.. .he sensed 
for a short little while and went.” 
Or will it read: “It was a won- 
drous journey home unto the 
Light for he KNEW the differ- 
ence!?” To each his own. 

I am always amused at that 
which “man” does to distract 
you-let us example one ‘Henry 
Kissinger”. He is given honor- 
ary titles and false authority 
and expertise and you all grovel 
at his words. But I ask you- 
does a great memory make a 
fine philosopher or a ‘correct” 
perception? Can a dictionary 
be properly called a grammar? 
Of course not-but it is YOU 
who must know the difference. 

The Russians 
Are Still Coming 
S/2/92 Wl HATONN 

TWO DAYS WITHOUT 
WRITING 

Two days without writing and 
we are so behind that it seems 
the entire world has occasioned 
happenings in every portion. 
Ah, the human limitations will 
be happily forfeited by some. 
Experiences in the physical 
MUST be accomplished, how- 
ever, no matter what the goal 
even unto the most tiny detail. 
Oh would it be that the words of 
blessings be remembered and 
the actions of life be ever guided 
by the moments of loving shar- 
ing as with the marriage hearts 
who commit to share and to a 
child growing with only the ex- 
ample of the adults to emulate. 
The settings are wondrous and 
the celebration beautiful, touch- 
ing the memories and hearts of 
all who attend-but a celebra- 
tion is but a passing moment to 
be put to memory--can you 
make a lasting experience in- 
stead of casting the memory to 
the attic along with the faded 
pages and flowers? It is a time 
when longevity of commitments 
must come to be “final” lest the 
things of the physical have no 
foundation upon which to latch 
onto for stability-for the intent 
of the would-be Kings are set 

upon you to tear you to shreds 
as they garner all within ex- 
pression. Cherish all moments 
of beauty for they hold food for 
soul and heart-but remember 
the dastardly as well, for in the 
total forgetting lies the strength 
of your enemy. And always 
remember: CHANGING THE 
TERM OF A WORD IN A DIC- 
TIONARY MAKES NOT ONE 
IOTA OF DIFFERENCE IN ITS 
“MEANING”. 

COMMUNISM 

I am asked over and over 
again about the ‘death of Com- 
munism,, as a for-instance. 
Since aCommunism” was never 
‘communistic” in any fashion, 
how can it make a difference? 
What was and is “Communist” 
isactu8llyHarxi8t--(in 
your more modern texminology 
which actually is only ‘socialis- 
tic fascism”). The world now 
experiences this type of govern- 
ment control almost universally 
save in total dictatorships-to 
which you all aspire and are 
moving. In this case of modern 
experience-it is to the WORLD 
dictatorship that would-be 
Kings aspire. 

The next questions of today’s 
observers revolve around par- 
ticipants in the ‘show and tell”. 
Can you understand that it 
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matters not who the small indi- 
vidual players actually are? The 
goal is one-world, total global 
control. Because of the very 
WORD used, “global”, there is 
indication of total physical 
manifestation interest and, yet, 
total isolation and enslavement 
ofyour %ouls*. The’soul” can 
be exemplified by realizing that, 
collectively, a nation has a soul 
energy, ‘a planet has a soul en- 
ergy and overall comes a mas- 
ter-intent of direction and ac- 
tion. Earth at this time, has a 
very, very dark intent which 
has manifested itself in the 
physical expression while”mur- 
dering” soul understanding of 
higher expression. The minds 
of men are battered and over- 
whelmed with the assault of 
physical, sensing bombardment 
through brain manipulation and 
“washing”. We have written of 
this experience in several JOUR- 
NALS with the subjects ranging 
from communistic brain-wash- 
ing to American brain-wash- 
ing-only to find BOTH ARE 
THE VERY SAME. You have to 
go backand lookinto the memo- 
ries and the history books which 
have remained untampered and 
read the blueprints for the struc- 
tures which eventually and now, 
NOW, bring about global men- 
tal control. Control the mind 
and you control the being in the 
fleshly format. If you cannot 
control the *mindn, you can 
never control the being. 

YELTSIN vs. BUSH 

You must remember, fur- 
ther, that by changing a’man” 
as leader, be it dictator in a 
nation of ‘dictator mind-set”, 
or King in a monarchy, or Presi- 
dent in a Democracy-you have 
the same set of goals staged and 
foundationed in the foundation 

send your beloved children off 
to foreign soil again-and 
again-and again-. I warn you, 
America: This is to get YOUR 
military OUT OF YOUR NA- 
TION WHEREIN THEY CAN- 
NOT BE AVAILABLE TO HELP 
YOU-THE-PEOPLE. This will 
allow you to be at the mercy of 
police departments now trained 
by elements from the Commu- 
nist-Mossad terrorist groups 
and foreign military called 
‘United Nations Forces”- 
headed by a Russian com- 
mander (as set forth in the 
charter of the United Nations, 
which is now the accepted 
authority of national prac- 
tice-NOT YOUR CONSTITU- 
TION. 

THE RUSSIANS ARE (STILL) 
COMING! 

Of course they are-because 
there has never been any other 
intent. However, articles are 
now being written which still 
offer the thrust directly upon 
the “Russians” to pull atten- 
tion from the “One World Or- 
der” elite who are the worse 
culprits. 

I have received at least twelve 
copies of the article by the above 
title in the past immediate 
weeks. It comes from the Sum- 
mer issue of a religious journal 
called the Fatima Crusader. The 
article is well written but the 
conclusions are not correct in 
some instances. So much of the 
article is correct in perception, 
however, that it must be worthy 
of sharing. When I receive so 
many inquiries about one piece 
of information, it is worthy for 
all-along with dissection of the 
projections to see what lies 
therein. Does this mean the 
author is a somehow ma- 
nipulated disinformer? No-it 

of the rulers in power. For means that ALL things must be 
instance, Yeltsin is a far more looked at from all dimensions 
deadly enemy to your nation and directions WITH KNOWL- 
than ever was any prior leader EDGE OF FACT-NOT DIS- 
of Soviet Russia. I did not say to SEMINATED MISINFORMA- 

punch it off if it fits not your 
needs. God asks and expects 
you to see every angle and as- 
pect of an issue with good and 
thoughtful factual data and 
then, only then, can the won- 
drous’computer” computecor- 
rect outpouring of information. 
It can be a game far more enter- 
taining, if nothing more, than a 
good game of chess wherein you 
must watch your move as well 
as the other player’s moves. If 
you are just learning the initial 
guidelines for ‘Chess” then you 
must have some understand- 
ing from the ‘teachef as to 
how to discern the more advan- 
tageous moves and allow in- 
sight into what the opponent at 
the board might have in mind to 
use against you and in his own 
Favor. The stakes are indeed 
high in this *life game” of Chess, 
my friends--THE WORLD. 

I believe you will note that 
the article is given as reprint of 
an extract (1992) by Donald S. 
McAlvany. I do find it interest- 
ing to note that I got NO copies 
of McAlvany’s material and yet, 
great flocks of incoming inquiry 
from the “Fc@na” reprint. I 
honor Donald McAlvany as one 
of your most insightful and car- 
ing Journalists of your century 
so I certainly do not single him 
out for ‘picking on”. In addi- 
tion there are a couple of other 
writers presented within the 
same topic section so we will 
simply take them in order. 
Thank you. 

QUOTING: 
Readers have called and 

written to ask if this writer still 
agreeswith hisanalysisofevents 
in the Soviet Union in the Sep- 
tember/October issue of MIA 
(McAlvczny Intelligence Advisor) 
(see The Futima Crusader Issue 
No. 38 page 5) in light of recent 
developments. The answer is: 
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independent republics are still 
run by Communists and the 
12th, the president of Georgia 
(Zviad Gamsakhardia, a freely 
elected anti-Communist) has 
been overthrown by a Commu- 
nist (KGB) [by mp label you 
choose] backed military coup. 
So all 12 republics are now run 
by Communists! None of the 
republics are free or truly inde- 
pendent. Unfortunately, per- 
ception is reality, and most 
Americans have been misled to 
believe these republics are re- 
ally free. They are not! 

The Soviet military, the 
largest in the world, has not 
been dismantled in any way. It 
is still under the control of the 
Russian Republic and the old 
Communist Party. The defense 
industry has not been dis- 
mantled in any way. Its 600 
weapons factories are still crank- 
ing out weapons as rapidly as 
ever, including one highly ad- 
vanced nuclear submarine ev- 
ery 33 days which has only one 
function, that is to be a nuclear 
first strike weapons launching 
pad. Senator Malcolm Wallop 
(R-WY) said recently in USA To- 
day: 

“THE SOVIETS CONTINUE 
TO BUILD NEWER. MORE 

SOPHISTICATED 
WEAPONS” 

The KGB has not been 
dismantled in any way or di- 
minished in manpower except 
by a few hundred. It has been 
reorganized into three depart- 
ments and is still functioning as 
always within the ‘old Soviet 
Union,, and all over the world. 
The three KGB departments are: 
1) centT8l Intelligence Ser- 
vice-in charge of the security 
of the republics and the 
Commonwealth of Independent 

more than ever! Yeltsin is still States as a whole and in charge 
a hard-core Marxist-Leninist in of international espionage, sub- 
spite of his rhetoric to the con- version, etc.; 2) Interrepublican 
trary and no one should feel Security Coordinates 
better because he has the the work of the republics’ secu- 

all your nation’s citizen-1 said TION and that YOU must ingest “nuclear-briefcase” with histip- rity services, and conducts 
to your nation. There is a differ- and digest the material for SELF. ger (instead of Gorbachev’s) on counterespionage within the 
ence of great magnitude. People We shall lay out the writing “the button”. [H: I am con- CIS; and 3) the Committee for 
‘get caught” in the games of as given and I can comment in tinutiy asked “who” would Guarding the Commonwealth 
the leadership and governments my usual fashion of *interrupt- be the best Resident, Bush or of Independent States-con- 
of nations and do the dirty- ing” which some assess as bor- Clinton? I say u ..whichever sists of unified border guards, 
work for the rulers thereof. You ing and uninvited but then, the one is elected! For then, that for guarding all CIS borders and 
are witnessing it TODAY as writer does have some privi- one hasthemowerandtherein the CIS economic zone. The 
America again allows a criminal leges after all. Just as with aTV lies the story.“j KGB has set up a new 
thief of your own freedom to button for ‘power”, you can Eleven of the so-called didnformatiou @ca cen- . . ‘? r,,.. k. . 
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crally located within the U.S. 
which is presently spewing 
out disinformation all across 
America. 

The Commonwealth of 
Independent States is the New 
Federation described in the 
September/October ‘91 MIA, 
predicted by GoBtsyn in “New 
Lies For Old”, and planned at 
the 26th, 27th, and 28th Con- 
gress of the communist Party 
of the Soviet Union in ‘81, 
‘86, and ‘90. Gorbachev bril- 
liantly fulfiied his mission (i.e., 
the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union) [H: For all the world to 
see and assume factual. The 
verypointofhisgoingtowork 
as Resident of Wisdnger and 
Associate# in Moscow tells a 
whole other story, however, 
does it not? The point herein 
is not Gorbachev, however, ILO 
please do not be distracted by 
“players” but pay attention 
to the meaning of the play 
itself.] and has brought the 
script to the present point. His 
opposition to the Common- 
wealth was fake-he pushed 
for it for seven years! Now 
Yeltsin, another fellow actor on 
the Russian stage, will carry the 
plot on for a time. Like the TV 
soap opera “Dallas” or *Knott’s 
Landing”, Gorby has (at least 
temporarily) been written out of 
the script. [H: It is very, very 
dangerous to believe this 
statement. He has never been 
written out of anything-he 
got all your stores and re- 
serves and was part and par- 
cel of the “coup” which dk- 
placed him. You are now wit- 
nessing a LARGER show on 
the road against what would 
be called the Russian hated 
“Bolsheviks”. These are the 
Khazarian money-changers 
and bankers of the Elite power 
faction. Since so many of 
your own Elite national and 
worldwide families and lead- 
ership fall into this latter cat- 
egory, along with the Com- 
mittee of 300 and the Royalty 
of Great Britain-you are in 
SERIOUS JEOPARDY OF 
DOWNFALL AT THE HANDS 
OF THESE RUSSIANS (as a 
nation). One faction is after 
EVERYTHING, includinprvour 
soul-the other a&o wants 
supremacv but is not nearly 
asinterestedinvourcontinual 

sundval~o it is difficult to 

The current phase is 
called ‘planned (but controlled) 

measure iust who is vour en- 

chaos”. Very little in the ‘old 
Soviet Union” is happening by 
chance or accident. The purge 

emv ifvou are simply we-the- 

is continuing in the old Com- 

people. 

munist Party of the Soviet Union 
and the power is still centered 

Is it better to die by 

in the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party. Food and 

an Elitist bomb or a “nation- 

other shortages, economic 
bankruptcy, and poverty are 

alistic” bomb? Strangely 

being exaggerated by Soviet 
disinformation to elicit West- 

enough-for the soul journey 

ern aid and sympathy. [H: 
Actually, it is worse than this 

and intent-it DOES matter- 

expressed vienwpoint4t is a 
majorformoftotalblackmail.] 

physically it obviously mat- 

The republics will follow the 

ters not.] 

pattern of Eastern Europe, 
closet Communists will con- 
tinue to rule. They will have to 
carry more of their own eco- 
nomic weight in the future, how- 
ever, just like Eastern Europe, 
and will be given more economic 
and cultural freedom. 

Meanwhile, Western aid 
continues to pour into Russia 
even as the West is on the brink 
of financial collapse. America, 
NATO, and much of the West, 
led by George Bush, are con- 
tinuing to plunge into unilat- 
eral disarmament in spite of 
the 30,000 Soviet warheads 
still pointed at us. But be 
assured, Yeltsin says, they are 
only pointed at us because 
they can’t think of another 
good target to point them at. 
Ominously, at this writing, Rus- 
sia (or the CIS or the ‘old Soviet 
Union”) is now beginning to sell 
some of its nuclear weapons to 
its client states around the world 
(replete with Soviet nuclear 
technicians). Imagine these 
weapons in the hands of Iraq, 
Syria, Iran, North Korea, Cuba, 
Libya, or Nicaragua. [H: You 
can further realize that the 
point is to blackmail and em- 
barrass the leadership of your 
nation for years past-by such 
things as insisting that the 
Soviets did have POWs from 

Bush is retargeting 

the U.S., and other nations, 

America’s missiles “off the *old 
USSR”’ [H:- Ah, indeed, but 

and that, actually, some are 

the reason is not because it is 
no longer an enemy-but 
ratherissupremeincommand 

stillaliveandfunctional. You 

of military and space “might”. 
Your administration and the 
uNew World Order bader- 

must pay attention to all the 

ship- know the ONLY pos- 
sible %st ditch ‘maybe”’ lies 

news to glean ANY NEWS AT 

in the uflrst-strike~ attack on 

ALL. Most of it will be well 

Russia. I believe you can 
ufeelm the pulse system in 

hidden and secret but you can 

actionshowingyouthatTHAT 
won’t work either! Frankly, 

read between the lines most 

you are between the prmmr- 
bial rock and very hard place 

aciently if you but keep up 

buttheonesREALLYaorting 
to get rid of you-the-people 

with our input.] 

are “your own” lovable Bars 
and deceiver criminals.]; is 
planning to stop new produc- 
tion of all planes, helicopters, 
tanks, and nuclear attack sub- 
marines and concentrate only 
on research development for 
future weapons; has cancelled 
the navy’s super quiet Seawolf 
submarineandcuttheAirForce 
B-2 Stealth bomber production 
from 132 to 20 planes; has cut 
the U.S. defense budget to its 
lowest level (as a percent of the 
economy) since the 1930’s (a 
move which will cost millions of 
jobs in the U.S. defense and 
aerospace industries); and ac- 
cording to U.S. News and World 
Report@/ IO/ 92) is attempting 
to “mothball the entire U.S. de- 
fense industry”. 

Something very strange 
and ominous is taking place. 
America, under George Bush, 
has begun a crash program to 
dismantle its military/defense 
capability even as the Russian 
(CIS) [H: Please note that they 
didn’t even bother to change 
thetitleexceptfromtiAgen* 
to “Service” and you never 
noticed!] war machine, already 
vastly superior to our own, re- 
mains essentially intact. What 
if Yeltsin turns out to be a bad 
guy or double-crosses Bush? 

THE PHOENHLIBERA TOR 

What if there is a military coup 
in the old Soviet Union (CIS)? 
What if the Russian leaders 
double-cross their American 
friends in the New World Order. 
[H: Ah ha! Worthy of thought! 
Besides, for you ones who re- 
alizeDharmaisstillalivealong 
with some of our other uplay- 
ers~-please note that we are 
the ONLY ones with power 
greater than that of the Sovi- 
ets from any direction you 
choose to monitor!!) 

What if the McAlvany in- 
telligence Advisor September/ 
October ‘91 analysis of Soviet 
strategic deception was essen- 
tially correct? How does the 
Bush unilateral disarmament 
differ from surrender? In case 
any of the above should even- 
tuate, a disarmed America 
could be highly vulnerable to 
nuclear blackmail or nuclear 
attack-the New World Order 
notwithstana. George Bush 
could not be doing more to put 
America at risk if he were head 
of the KGB, the Politburo, or the 
Russian military itself! 

CONCLUSION 

Gorbachev’s quote from 
his book PERESTROIKA (pg. 36) 
should be remembered when 
one surveys all the tiapparentA 
changes in the “old Soviet 
Union”: 

“To put cz end to all ru- 
mors and speculations that 
abound in the West about this, I 
would like topoint out once again 
that we are conducting all our 
reforms in accordhce with so- 
cialist choice. We are looking 
within socialism, rather than 
outside it, for the answers to all 
the questions that a&e. We 
assess our successes and errors 
alike by socialist standards. 
Those who hope that we shall 
move away from the socialist 
pathwill begreatly disap~inted 
brypa?-tof -prPgrrtmof 
pe~ikuandtheprvgrum 
as a whole, for that matter, is 
fully based on the principle 
of mo~socialfsm.Jb [H: PIeare 
go back and read that at least 
three times! Note he didn’t 
even bother to use the term 
UCOMMUNISM”. Wake up, 
dreamers, the coffee is boiled 
dry and the toast is slready 
burned beyond the scraping.] 
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As the French Proverb says: 
“The more it changes, the more it 
remains the same.7 

The most sophisticated, 
Machiav&ianstrategicdecep- 
tion operation in world his- 
tory is continuing to acceler- 
ate in the uold Soviet Union.” 
and new “Commonwealth of 
Independent States”. The 
Russians continue to talk 
peace, poverty, and dissolu- 
tion, via thet.global KGB di- 
rected disinformation net- 
work, while continuing to plot 
the demise of the West and to 
prepare for war. The period 
from now till 1995-97 could 
not only be the most danger- 
ous since World War II, but in 
all of world history. 

cause you are just about to self- opposition consider this a 
combust. ‘novel” of some kind rather than 

Close this portion and begin a “newsletter-type JOURNAL”. 
another, please, Dharma. Idon’t Thank you. 
want a longer segment lest the 

Fake Soviet Coup And 
Real Extortion Scheme 
S/2/92 #2 HATONN 

“THE SOVIET COUP AND 
EXTORTION SCHEME” 

QUOTING: Same Journal, 
T!ze Fatima Crusader, Summer, 
1992. 

END OF QUOTING. 
l ** 

We gave you the information 
referred to by reference to prior 
McAlvany writings in the ‘Fall” 
last. I hope that you will take 
the time for reference and re- 
freshment. He who is informed 
can be prepared with that which 
will allow survival and physical 
ability to continue. He who 
refuses to see, hear and/or pre- 
pare is destined to pay the price 
of that intentional ignorance. 
No amount of yellow ribbon will 
save one iota of your assets. No 
one STOPS Mr. Bush from con- 
tinuing with his heinous 
games-BECAUSE THE ONES 
IN POWER KNOW HE HAS EX- 
ECUTIVE ORDER AUTHORITY 
TO DO EXACTLY THAT WHICH 
HE WANTS TO DO AS IF HE 
HELD TOTAL DICTATORSHIP 
CHIPS-WHICH HE-DOES UN- 
DER UNITED NATION’S CHAR- 
TER AND EXECUTIVE ORDER 
FEMA REGULATIONS. ‘Well,” 
you might ask, ‘...who IS my 
enemy?” It all depends on who 
YOU are and what YOU plan to 
do about your circumstance! 
You don’t have any plans? Too 
bad-you should! If you have 
no goalsand no plans-you shall 
never get anywhere nor ever 
REALLY know what hit you 
when that locomotive runs right 
on over you without so much as 
a “last-rite” for your smashed 
and squashed bones. 

There are many people who 
are taken in by the on going 
propaganda about the so called 
collapse of Communism in the 
“failed coup” of August 9 1 and 
the ‘resignation” of Gorbachev. 
In the interest of keeping you 
free by telling you the truth and 
to defend you from all the lies 
and disinformation that are con- 
tinually dished out to you in 
radio, TV and newspapers (both 
secular and religious) we present 
here a report by C.B. Baker. 

He draws upon the daily 
press of the West to demon- 
strate that the Coup was a 
planned and staged event put 
on by Communist Russia, un- 
der the direction of the KGB, the 
Russian Military and the Com- 
munist Party (including Yeltsin 
and Gorbachev personally) [H: 
At least the writer referred to 
the UCommunist Party” by 
proper name. It is no differ- 
ent than ifyou referred to the 
URepublican Party” or UDemO- 
cratic Party”, “Nazi Party” or 
any other party such as uLib- 
ertarian” -you have no 
change in policy, only a 
UParty” label designation 
change.], in order to enslave 
you and cheat you. To see how 
this was done and continues to 
be done read this report here 
below. 

BY C. B. BAKER 

While you have shouted and On September, 27, 1991, 
demonstrated for “equal rights President c;eorge Bush an- 
for ‘this’ and ‘that”’ you have nounced US unilateral disar- 
lost all equal rights as human mament. Bush ordered - ALL 
species. So be it. I hope you will U.S. strate l P bombers and a 
ponder your circumstance be- large part o 7 the intercontinen- 

tal ballistic missile force to stand 
down from their 24-hour-a-day 
alert status, which has been 
maintained for more than 20 
years. He also ordered the re- 
moval of all nuclear weapons off 
ofall U.S. surface ships. Bush’s 
order has left America DAN- 
GEROUSLY VULNERABLE TO 
A SURPRISE ATTACK. 

In effect, Bush WAVED THE 
WHITE FLAG OF SURRENDER. 
Few Americans understand that 
the President capitulated to a 
seriesofNUCLEARBLACKMAIL 
THREATS, repeatedly made by 
Soviet leaders over the last year. 

In his speech, Bush stated: 
‘In the Soviet Union, the advo- 
cates of democracy triumphed 
over a coup that would have 
restored the old system of re- 
pression.” The President lied. 
The Soviet coup was one of the 
greatest DECEPTIONS in his- 
tory. Millions ofAmericans have 
been DUPED into believing that 
Soviet YCommunism has been 
overthrown.” - 

The truth is that COMMU- 
NISM HAS BEEN STRENGTH- 
ENED BY THE PHONY COUP. 
Immediately after the coup, So- 
viet leader Gorbachev closed 
down a partially elected legisla- 
ture (made up of many non- 
Communists) 86 replaced it with 
a State Council, made up al- 
most exclusively of Commu- 
nists. 

The August, 199 1 ‘coup at- 
tempt to remove Soviet Presi- 
dent M&hail Gorbachev was 
part of an elaborate deception 
and extortion campaign that was 
designated to dupe Americainto 
believing that ‘Communism has 
been overthrown.” This cam- 
paign was engineered to push 
U.S. unilateral disarmament 
and generate mammoth U.S. 
foreign aid for the U.S.S.R. 

BO FOR FREEDOM 
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SOVIET ‘ACTIVE 
MEASURES” 

In December, 1990, Presi- 
dent “Gorbachev battled doubt- 
ing reformers (in the Soviet 
legislature) to get Gennadi 
Yanayev, a Communist Party 
functionary, appointed vice 
president” (g/2/91 U.S. News 
and World Report). UYanayw’s 
entire career has been in- 
volved in propaganda agita- 
tion operations against the 
West,m (2/8/91 Washington 
n’mes) . 

The 6/ 1 l/9 1 Washington 
Times reported: ‘While 
Gorbachev’s emissaries confi- 
dently shake their begging 
bowls in the world’s industrial 
capitals, other of his emissaries 
are busy spending an estimated 
$3 billion and $4 billions a year 
in these same capitals (and in 
other non-Communist cen- 
ters) on a hostile program 
called ‘active measures’.m 

‘The U.S. State Depart- 
ment defines Soviet ‘active 
measures’ as ‘deceptive op- 
erations that attempt to 
manipulate the opinions 
and/or sections of individu- 
als, publics, or govern- 
ments.‘” [H: Ah, but for some 
strange reason your nation 
plays right into the hands of 
the deceit! Is there perhaps 
something afoot that is kept 
FROM YOU-THE-PEOPLE?] 

The present aim of U.S.S.R. 
‘active measures’ is to con- 
vince Western ruling elites that 
the West has a moral respon- 
sibility to . ..Bail out the So- 
viet Union... The powerful So- 
viet propaganda campaign to 
bring the U.S.S.R. to the July, 
199 1 G-7 London economic con- 
ference is part and parcel of 
Soviet ‘active measures’. p: 
Note what has happened 
since this article was writ- 
ten: the Soviets (Russia) ia 
now a permanent part of the 
G-7 (now G-8) ofleading world 
industrialized nations. This 
IS a group of the world’s 
ulsawding financial GIANTS”. 
Doe > ehir actually fit with 
the Mtin cupn routiha fif 
“tend us”? The Savlet U&on 
(needing all this help) ia In 
dire circumotawces wit% 
hardly ANY indiastrial capu- 
bility except for weapons anr% 
technology to be utili~edto- 
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ward One .World Control. 
Yeltsin has even’offered his 
“industrialti facilities in 6x- 
change as collateral-that 
which is obsolete and already 
doesn’t work. Do you hear 
echoes of snicker-snicker? 
Yeltsin HAS GOTTEN EVERY- 
THING HE AS ASKED FOR 
PUBLICLY-AND EVER SO 
MUCH MORE THAT WAS 
NEVER MADE PUBLIC BUT, 
RATHER, BURIED IN “NA- 
TIONAL SECURITY” HOG- 
SWILL. 

“rhe National Strategy In- 
formation Center Publication: 
Political Warfare, says there ‘is 
mounting evidence’ that 
Gennadi Yanayev (acting as 
Gorbachev’s chief of staff) is also 
the man in charge of Soviet ‘ac- 
tive measures?. That is a seri- 
ous charge because it would 
mean that the anti-U.S. ‘active 
measures’ have not only the 
personal support of Mr. 
Gorbachev, but the most suc- 
cessful of these Soviet ‘active 
measures’ has been the 
tefloaized image of IKr. 
Gorbachev as a ‘reformer, 
friend of the West, and hu- 
manizer of Communism’.A 

Martin Ebon’s ‘1987 book, 
THE SOVIET PROPAGANDA 
MACHINE stated: ‘Two terms 
in the Soviet propaganda vo- 
cabulary convey a mixture of 
conspiracy and camouflage; 
they are ‘aktivnyye meropriatia’ 
(active measures) and 
‘dezinformatsia’ 
(disinformation). ‘Active mea- 
sures’ cover a wide range of 
overt and covert manipulative 
activer, which include 
‘disinformation’, acatchall term 
for fraudulent information. 
Misleading or misdirecting an 
antagonist is as old as trapping 
animals, hiding Greek warriors 
inside a wooden Trojan Horse’, 
or building Potemkin Villages.” 
[H: The latter some of you 
may need to “look up” some- 
where.] 

The alleged August coup at- 
tempt wa.2 another form of So- 
viet ‘active measures’ aimed 
against America and &her 
Western industrialized na- 
tions. ‘f-it man who was the 
official leader of that coup’s 
Emergency Committee fH: 
Oopsr Sounds like FEMA to 
me.) was none other than this 

cialist, Soviet Vice, President, 
Gennadi Yanayev. 

HUMONGOUS SOVIET 
FOREIGN AID DEMANDS 

In May, 199 1, Mikhail 
Gorbachev began a nuclear ex- 
tortion campaign against the 
West. The S/6/91 Washington 
Post reported that- the Soviet 
President is “worried about a 
shift in American attitudes to- 
ward the Soviet Union.” 

He threatened that the world 
once again could plunge into 
the abyss of the Cold War.” 
Gorbachev was agitated by “the 
cool U.S. reception to Moscow’s 
request for $1.5 Billion in farm 
credits” and “by the disappoint- 
ing response from American 
business to invitations to invest. 
in the Soviet economy.” 

The 5/23/g 1 Washington 
Post described the size of Soviet 
aid demands: The Soviet Presi- 
dent suggested that the West 
send $100 Billion. “Gorbachev 
warned that, without Western 
assistance, the Soviet Union 
might not emerge from its deep- 
eningeconomic crisis, and world 
stability might be threatened.” 
The true size of Soviet aid de- 
mands upon the West is much 
higher than the Soviet presi- 
dent publicly admitted. The 6/ 
l/9 1 Washington Post reported 
that officials at the International 
Monetary Fund have revealed 
that the Soviets are requesting 
$250 Billion in tribute, in the 
form of foreign aid from the 
West. But the true size of Soviet 
extortion demands is much 
greater. 

Henry Kissinger (H: Does 
always pop up doesn’t he?], 
the powerful Learned Elder, Tri- 
lateral Commissioner, and men- 
tor of President Bush’s National 
Security Adviser (Brent 
Scowcroft), let the truth out in 
his g/17/91 Washington Post 
article. He stated: ‘Soviet needs 
are huge.. . They would amount 
to $1.5 Trillion a year, for at 
least five years.” 

A NEW FORM OF 
NUCLEAR BLACKMAIL 

During his speech at the 
Nobel Prize ceremonies, Presi- 
dent Gorbachev repeated his 
nuclear threats. The 6/6/91 

der Gorbachev, the propaganda 
of success has been replaced 
with the propagandaof failure.. . 
The Soviet President suggested 
that Western countries have a 
huge political and economic in- 
terest in preventing the collapse 
of his perestroika economic re- 
form movement.” He stated: 
‘@To me it is self-evident that if 
Soviet perestroika succeeds, 
there will be a real chance of 
building a NEW WORLD OR- 
DER. If perestroika faiIs, the 
prospect of entering a new 
peaceful period in history 
WILL VANISH. 

The newspaper described the 
Soviet President’s threat: 
“Gorbachev is seeking to con- 
front the seven leading indus- 
trialized nations (at the G-7 
meeting) with a stark choice: 
Invest billions of dollars in 
the Soviet Union or risk the 
return of the Cold War.” 
Gorbachev’s threat suggested 
“ominously that if it proved 
impossible ‘to reach an under- 
standing regarding a new phase 
of cooperation’, the Soviet Union 
would have ‘to look for other 
ways, for time is of the essence’.” 

The Soviet President also 
stated that the Western aid 
must have no strings. It would 
be “futile and dangerous” for 
Western lenders to set condi- 
tions. The 6 / 10 / 9 1 Wall Street 
Jbumul described Gorbachev’s 
Nobel Prize speech as ‘the lan- 
guage of extortion”. The 5/7/ 
91 Washington ni’mes reported 
that Senator Bill Bradley (D. 
NJ) described Gorbachev’s 
Nobel Prize speech as being: 
*an attempt at a new form of 
Nuclear Blackmail.” “Give us 
money or we won’t be able to 
control our nuclear weapons.” 
(H: Perhaps another %trange 
aspect” of these newspress 
uticlesisthattbeyareprinted 
in primarily ELITE BANK- 
STER-OWNED, TOTALLY 
CONTROLLED PAPERS.] 

Gorbachev claims that West- 
em aid will be used for eco- 
nomic reforms, but in the years 
since he took power (in 1985), 
the U.S.S.R. has um al- 
most all of its economic re- 
sources for a huge in-ease in 
militaryspending. p:sowhat 
has changed-they now use 
YOURS!] 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

LEADERS OF COUP 
PLAYED KEY ROLE IN 

GORBACHEV’S NUCLEAR 
EXTORTION CAMPAIGN 

The 5/7/91 Washington 
Tims reported that in Decem- 
ber, 1990, KGB chief Vladimir 
Kryuchkov made a speech ac- 
cusing America of selling rot- 
ting and contaminated grain to 
the Soviet Union. ‘He even 
warned against foreign invest- 
ment, charging that Western 
businessmen and governments 
endanger Soviet security.” He 
also attacked “offers of Western 
aid”. 

President Gorbachev and-his 
own cabinet repeatedly placed 
new Stalinist shackles on the 
Soviet economy. The newspa- 
per reported that in January, 
199 1, Gorbachev personally 
signed a decree that allows the 
KGB to “do what it pleases to 
combat what is called ‘economic 
sabotage’.” Gorbachev’s de- 
cree allowed the super- 
Stalinist, KGB chief Kryu- 
chkov to block economic re- 
forms. Yet ‘only a few months 
later, the Soviet president was 
making a series of public 
speeches demanding hundreds 
of billions of dollars in Western 
aid. Allegedly to support “eco- 
nomic reforms”. 

OnJune 18,1991,KGBchief, 
Vladimir Kryuchkov made a top 
secret speech to a closed ses- 
sion of the Soviet legislature. 
Alexander Nevzorov, a 
Leningrad TV spokesman, pro- 
vided his viewers with a tape 
recording of Kryuchkov’s speech 
by the KG-which indicated 
that the KGB wanted 
Kryuchkov’s threats to reach 
the West, ‘as a part of the ‘ac- 
tive measures’ extortion cam- 
paign.” [H: Can you not see 
howcleverwasthe manipula- 
tion by threat and blackmail 
of Umaking Irangate” intedli- 

gence information public, 
Watergate QtufF, MIA-POW 
information in the Asian sec- 
tor public, etc.? They had all 
they needed to do exactly 
what they said they would do 
back with Khruschev-“bury 
you”. Do you not think that 
the administration will do 
“anythhg” to keep that in- 
formation from reaching you- 
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do is just keep reminding your 
“big boys” of the facts in- 
volved.] 

Kryuchkov. attacked pro- 
posed economic reform schemes 
as being a so-called ‘capitulation 
to the West and the CIA=. He 
demanded increased Soviet mili- 
tary spending. The secret speech 
paintedAmericaasthe U.S.S.R.‘s 
mortal enemy, in the same style 
thatwasutilizedbyStalin’sKmm- 
lin associates during the 1940’s 
and 1960’s. 

The KGB chief also warned 
that Western intelligence services 
are SHorking on plans for the 
‘pacificationandevenoccupation’ 
of the Soviet Union under the 
‘pretext’ of controlling Moscow’s 
nuclear capability.” (6/23/g 1 
Washington Post). Ominously, 
Ktyuchkovcompamd the present 
situation to that ‘in 194 1, when 
the Soviet Union ignored wam- 
ings of an impending invasion 
from national Socialist Germany.” 

The well gublicized leak of 
Kxyuchkov’s secret speech took 
place only a short time before 
the G-7 Isondon wnomic con- 
ference of the leaders of the 
world’s seven most industrialized 
nations. The purpose of the de- 
liberately leaked Kryuchkov 
speech was to fdghten [H: No- 
blackmaiL] those G-7 leaders 
with the message: “Send hun- 
dredsofbillionsofdolhusiuaid 
tothe&vietUnionorthedan- 
gerous~dtakeover.” 

FRIGHT TACTICS, 
REPEATED COUP AND CML 

WAR THREATS , 

On June 22,199 1 j Kxyuchkov 
and prime Minister Valentin S. 
Pavlov attempted to get the Soviet 
legislature to strip Gorbachev of 
hispresidentialpowers. The move 
was also supported by Interior 
Minister Boris K. Pugo and De- 
fense Minister Dmitri T. Yazov. 
(AU of these were later partici- 
pants in the August coup against 
Gorbachev.) In the June legisla- 
tive manoeuvre, Gorbachev was 
easily able to repulse Pavlov, but 
theattempt(takingplacethree 
weeksprbrtotheG7meetbgj 
wasanoth~&ighttactic,widely 
played up through the Westem 
media ManyWestemexpextson 
the U.S.S.R. were shocked that 
all the conspirators (against Gor- 
ba3m!l w?=!?w 44 **a?!w- 

hi December, 1990; ‘S%et 

Foreign Minister Eduard 
Shevardnadze made a surprise 
speech, announcing his resigna- 
tion because of an impending 
“dictatorship”. In March, 199 1, 
Shevardnadze renewed his wam- 
ings, stating that president 
Gorbachev has “only three or 
four more months to save demo- 
cratic reforms in the U.S.S.R.” 
before Stalinists took over. De- 
spite his resignation, Shevard- 
nadze continues to be on good 
terms with Gorbachev. These 
repeated public warnings dem- 
onstratethatsherrrardnadzewas 
playiug a major part in the 
$oviet~~oncampaign. 

cOl.ViktorAlksnis(alsoknown 
as the “Black Colonel”) is one of 
the leaders of the Soyuz hard-line 
group in the Soviet legislature. At 
the same time Gorbachev began 
his own nuclear blackmail cam- 
paign, Alksnis suddenly started 
giving a whole series of inter- 
views to Western news organiza- 
tions. Even though he claimed to 
oppose Gorbachev’s policies, 
Alksnis reidcmcetd the Sovi& 
President’sownthreat-monger- 

ing= 
In his 7/91 Christian sdenoe 

Morli.tmMonthyintelview,Alksnis 
stated: *A civil war in the Soviet 
Union means an unavoidable 
world war III. . ..our situation 
tvery&uilartothatofthe 
united states in 1861.” 

The 5131191 Washington 
r!hesreportedthatAlksnissFated: 

If civil war here is unavoidable, it 
will involve nuclear arms and 
weapons of mass destruction.’ 
Col. Alksnis told Britain’s New 
Statesman on April 5. ‘Yea, = 
shallpe&hbutweshalltak,e 
the whole world to the grawe. 
YOU WILL PERISH WITH US. 
There will be no borders. The 
conflict will splash over them, 
first into neighboring countries, 
thenfntoaworldcatastx@&.” 
FIdohopethatyoudidn’t 
henrth&she] 

During the same period, 
Alksnis had an interview over 
U.S. National Public Radio in 
which he stated that Soviet 
nuclear missiles, used in such a 
U.S.S.R. civil war, will “acciden- 
tally”hit~getsiptheUnited 
States. The2/8/91 Washington 
pbstreportedthat top Soviet mili- 
tary leaders *were in fundamen- 
tal agreement, with Alksnis.” 
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cerely hope that someone re- Catholic Journal. In view of 
members to send us a copy of visions accepted and those pre- 
6ame so that we, too, may sented at *Fatima”, it would 
present the infurmation. But behoove you to take all this 
let us herein continue with the most seriously indeed. They 
Editor% Note.] claim that Pope John Paul II, 

Due to lack of space, the rest wants to obey Jesus’command 
of this very important news sum- to consecrate Russia to the Im- 
=isze be continued in our maculate Heart of Mary. ‘He is 

. fiercely opposed by satanic 
Some of the topics covered by forces around him. We must 

this continued report include: help him by our prayers and 
* Political Insiders Knew It sacrifices. Jesus himself told 

Was a Phoney Coup. us through Sister Lucy of 
* ACoupStaged for Western Fatima: ‘It is never too late to 

Mass Media. have recourse to Jesus and 
l Soviet Coup Hoax Staged Mary.“’ 

in Order to increase FlowofWest- I have no comment on the 
em Aid. ‘church” in point nor regard- 

* Communist party Crooks ing the ‘Pope” other than to 
Plunder Soviet State Funds. note that this Pope John Paul II 

* Bush Pushes Backdoor is Polish and is as involved as 
U.S. Taxpayers’ Financial Aid for any other of the Elite person- 
U.S.S.R. ages in what is going on in the 

* The KGB’s Long Record of world. I honor this Editor, I 
Successful Coups. presume, Father Nicholas 

* Contrary to Mass Media Gruner, for insightful attention 
Big Lies, the Communists Still to most dangerous trends in 
Hold Tight Control Over Soviet historic movements of nations 
Union. and governments. It is difficult, 

* Strategic Soviet Threat To at best, to remain Godly in the 
America Increases After Coup. face of such stringent assault 

END OF QUOTING by doctrines and religious dog- 
*** mas. Blessings rest upon you, 

I would note herein a petition to Sir, for the worthy sharing of 
the readers of this particular this particular information to 
Journal in point, The Fatima an awakening (I pray) world. 
Crusader, that this is a Holy Salu, Hatonn to clear. 

The Heat In The 
Kitchen Cranks Up 

8/S/92 W2 HATONN 

In the heat of revelation of ill- 
begotten acts of deceit and en- 
tanglements from which there 
seems no escape, comes time 
for reminding of fundamentals 
which made a nation GREAT 
and remembering the founda- 
tion which served citizen in- 
stead of tore him asunder. 

As I purvey information and 
scari the happenings of #just 
today” I am appalled at that 
which blasts my senses in be- 
half of you-the-unknowing. 

SATELLITES AND LIES 

As example, the game goes 
on and on ‘arid on. While you 

have your babies landing on the 
beaches of Kuwait-they them- 
selves tell you the truth of it. 
When interviewed’ the young 
men simply say ‘...I have to do 
what I am ordered to do by our 
President” and #.. .thia time 
let’s get it fInished!” Get it 
finished? Get WHAT Med? 
I believe you are being told ‘at 
home” that this is an already 
‘planned exercise” and maneu- 
vers of ordinary nature. So . 
what would be “finished”? 
What is “It”? How many are 
sent? How many are already 
there? HOW DO YOU KNOW? 

So, allow us to assume, as 
well j tbst the same type of 
‘truth” is given to you about 
the ‘space project underwaf. 
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Indeed, the lies are greater but 
so be it. The important thing to 
note this day is that ‘...it looks 
like the whole project will be 
called off. Billions of dollars 
simply dumped? Is it a mis- 
leading lie when actually a first 
strike is in the working within 
the next 24 to 48 hours? Does 
it mean that the opposition con- 
vinced your command to stop 
the heinous exercise? What 
does it mean? It means that if I 
were you I would keep the 
goggles handy-just in case! It 
appears that things are not go- 
ing well for your NASA project 
but you have other things afoot 
which are more clues of closer 
to home troubles. 

FEMA INSIGNIAS 

I am now efforting to give you 
publicly that which comes in as 
confirmation and information. 
When I have received at least 
FIVE sources with identical ref- 
erences-1 shall give them to 
you for your own consideration. 
I am denounced as ‘false 
prophet” (I am a messenger- 
-mot a prophet-and Dharma is 
a secretary/ translator) and 
*. . . the greatest liar of all time!” 
.Xt least we get recognized as 
being the “greatest” something 
Or other. Your world didn’t blow 
up, shake away and/or blow- 
-out with photons (at least not so 
you could see it) but the indi- 
-viduals calling names are so 
busy calling names that they 
missed all the clues and all that 

or qualify-I simply pass 
to you. 

SEISMOLOGISTS AR 

THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR 

t along set of particular JOURNALS are the devil and throw slings and 
the most important docu- arrows at the very messen- 
mentsonyour planet this day! gers sent to show you the 

UVE I can only again urge you to take path? It is up to you-for I 
advantage of getting them ifyou promise you-this man and - - 

On this day, at least half a can forwith this type of “power” thee ones do not need the 
dozen ‘top-ranking” seismolo- behind the ‘fmed” court sys- exercise in trauma-THEY 
gists have arrived for a lengthy tem-it will probably lx that KNOW WHERE THEY ARE 
stay in this town-Tehachapi. the books shall be banned and HEADED! Once again the en- 
They have come because this destroyed. Further, with a pay- emy has seemingly lefk you 
place has been declared off-lim2 load backup of $125 million to with a pile of sour lemons 
its for destruction by human fightthiscase-howmuch’jus- after “Perot”-nay, nay- 
hands and/or pulses and the tice* do you anticipate receiv- sweet lemonade! But YOU 
safety factor causes them to be ing for the side of God? HAVE TO DO IT. 
unable to remain closer to the 
disaster points than this loca- 

This is a prime example of There are many truthbearers 
the buying of an institution for whowould,with sufIlcient back- 

tion. They have come from sev- the direct and prime effort of ing to allow for travel and inter- 
eralplacesalongtheWestCoast. destroying and burying Truth views, carry the banner as 

The reports have now gone to keep it from mankind. Oh, speakers if but asked: Victor 
forth to the ‘experts” that there chelas, you are in such trouble Marchetti, Ray Renick, John 
is “some sort of electronic and I know not how to help you Stockwell, and on and on-but 
shield” around this particular except to cause you to open they have been battered and 
area and they are sent to inves- your eyes. 
tigate it. The blasts against this 

stripped at the hands of the 
Already this one problem has conspiraton+YOU MUST HELP 

shielding are constant and mas- caused America West to all but THEM OR YOU SHALL NOT 
sive. bankrupt and the Greens to relo- HEAR THEM FOR THEY HAVE 

cate awav from this source in ALREADY GIVEN ALL THEY 
COMMITTEE OF 300 

OUR ENEMIES 
HAVE-IT IS NOW UP TO YOU! AND order to salvage anything at all. 

Yes, they can countersue but as YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN, 
you can recall from other tvni- AMERICA-IF YOU WANT TO! 

It isn’t that the “enemies” -&al legal cases such as the-one 
are uoursm -it is that the Word in which Dhatma is involved A THOUGHT 
is supposed to be stopped at all already-it takes YEARS with- 
costs. Therefore, I wish to share out settlement. and/or worthy 
with you some facts involved in hearing of any kind. 

From thepoint of Light within 
In addi- theMin.dofGod-Letlightstnxzm 

the particular lawsuit brought tion, the point is to cause such forth into the minds of men Let 
by the University of Science and legal fees to accrue that Light descend on Earth-wodd 
Philosophy concerning one unbacked’people”cannotfight YOU come forth and bear the 
Walter Russell. This particular long enough to prevail. hp? 
“University”, which is NOT, has In fact, a third lawyer has 
come into something like a$125 had to be acquired by these If you are not pounding on 
million ‘gift”. In addition, sit- ones to simply face this assault. the Perot groups and pressing 
ting on the Board of Directors is This now means three lawyers for Gritz, then you err in action. 
a direct member of the Com- 

which did happen! Can you not m&tee of 30011 Does this 
realize that the very thingwhich make the assault just a bit 
is being watched in space and more understandable? I 
“called” a NASA energy thoughtso. ITISINTEBDED 
project-is the very instigator of TO STOP ALL IRFORMATIO# 
the so-called Photon blast!?! Are OF TRUTH FROM REACHING 
there so very few who care so YOU-THE-PEOPLE! 
little of civilization as to call At this time there has been 
names to the messengers in- an extension of the court date 
stead of thanking God for more till August 17th (a very, very 
time to be ‘alive”? Oh indeed, strong day indeed) inwhich span 
mankind as your species has the JOURNALS in focus (see 
come to be is most depressing. elsewhere in the paper for de- 

and the Constitutional Law Cen- We look not for perfection-we 
ter involved-just to allow you- look for the brave man who will, 
the-people to get information like David, stand against the 
long since buried and never in- giant as the gnat and lead you 
tended that you receive. to victory. If it be not this year 

then it must be that you have 

Now, for ‘insignias”. In tails) may still be acquired. The 
many places but confurnation 
has been verified for one in par- 

resource is totally separate from 

titular so I shall give it to your 
any America West participation 
as well as having no connection 

attention. At Hill Field in Utah with this scribe who, at any 
(Ogden) the personnel have been rate, receives nothing from the 
ordered to remove all insignias publication in point. I believe, 
ofmilitary reference and replace however, that the very act in 
them with FE&IA insignias. Is progress points out the TRUTH 
this true? For th .: disclaimers of thecircumstance. These spiri- 
of my %uth”, I decline to verify tual Truths as outlaid in that 

DEDICATED TO BO GRIT2 *someo& around to rally unto 
as this old world goes into a 

I ask that this en&e up- tailspin. Iexpectyouryear 1995 
coming LZBEUTDR be dedi- to be about as climactic and 
cated to fti informational horrendous as you could ex- 
outlay of “Bo GM- except pect. Therefore, time is indeed 
for this%&oduction~ regard- short for you to lay any founda- 
ing the Constitution and Fed- tion of network value in any 
eralist Pm. I f&t&ax ask manner. This does NOT mean 
that abundant extra copiesbe that you have clear sailing until 
printed to make available to 1995; it means that you are in 
allwho wouldshare. Thisis a the throes of the beast right 
MAN chosen of GOD to serve now. There will not be an elec- 
you and lead you and yet, he tion as you would recognize in 
too, must prove himself on 1996 sothatwhichyou do NOW 
the field of honor just as does is your last *performance’- 
each and every ONE. Will you which shall it be? 
takethecupandaUowGodto 
fiIl it-or will you dance with 
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COMPUTER CHIP 
INJECTIONS 

All your nice young soldiers 
going away to a foreign land and 
required to h,ave inoculations, 
etc? Remember them? They 
have just had programming 
chips injected along with the 
serum. Worse, they are consid- 
ered ‘expendable” just as are 
the PRISONERS OF WAR SIT- 
TINGIN PRISON RIGHTUNDER 
HANOI! THAT MEANS RIGHT 
UNDER THE NOSES OF THE 
‘INSPECTORS” AND INTELLI- 
GENCE OFFICERS WHO HAVE 
LIED TO YOU. 

TO WHOM DO YOU TURN 
FOR HELP? 

GOD! C3OD! GOD IS SUFFI- 
CIENT UNTO ALL NEEDS- 
BUT YOU MUST BE IN UNDER- 
STANDING AND IN PRES- 
ENCE. HE HAS GRACE 
ENOUGH FOR ALL BUT YOU 
MUST TURN UNTO HIM AND 
FORGIVE BOTH HIM AND 
SELF-FOR IN RELEASING 
ANGERAGAINSTGODASPER- 
CEIVED THROUGH YOUR 
EXPERIENCE YOU AUTO- 
MATICALLY FORGIVE SELF 
FOR THE TRANSGRESSIONS 
WHICH BRING SUCH A BUR- 
DEN OF GUILT AND FURY 
AGAINST SELF. ONLY WHEN 
“SELF” CAN FUNCTION IN 
LIGHTED TRUTH CAN YOU 
CLEARLY SEE YOUR PATH- 
WAY. TAKE THE SCALES 
FROMTHINEEYESANDLOOK 
UPON THE LIGHT OF GOD 
TKATYOUMAYKNOW. I speak 
not of ANY religious order or 
group. I speak only of your 
spiritual tie directly unto God. 
This produces the ONLY energy 
frequencywhich nothing of MAN 
can TOUCH. Are my people 
“safe”? What mean you by 
such a question? My people are 
on hazardous duty among the 
walking dead of your place- 
indeed we care for them. 

Well, but, “How can I know 
who and what, etc?” (33) Keep 
up-if with nothing more than 
the LIBERATOR and JOUR- 

If it appears to be with- NALS. 
out your ability to believe what 
we lay forth for you-wait and 
watch the confutations begin 
to pile in upon your watchful 
eyes and ears-if you get them 
awake. Learn the ‘clues” for 

which to watch-and open your tells all that ‘GOD WILL NOT 
mind to possibilities. 

he will think nothing at all of the 
HELP YOU”! He, further, is destruction of a nation and its 
invited as head table guest at people! Heed my words! 

CNN? the White House when ones I simply request that you 
such as Kissinger, Gorbachev, ones keep your eyes on the “visi- 

I KNOW that you get NO etc., pay State visits. He did, in tors” within the shield. Our 
NEWS and what is presented is fact, cast aside (publicly) the enemies are now in the process 
phony and prearranged as 9’EN COMMANDMENTS” and of actually ‘helping US” and so 
show and tell for you-espe- replace them with the “rurner was it ever to be that way. I only 
cially now, the CNN network. Commandments”. Does this remind you ones to be cautious, 
Of course you can KNOW that not tell you enough? These usediscretionand STAY WITHIN 
this is sc+Ted Turner has pub- things which I give unto your THE LIGHTED ENERGY FIELD. 
licly come forth and made a attentioncan beverified byyour GOD IS SUFFICIENT UNTO 
statement that he accepts NOT own seeking. If a man will tear YOUR EVERY NEED. SALU. 
GOD for he is angry at God and down GOD and cast HIM aside- 

Titie ~edirafist Payers: Deep 
Roots Of A Special Nation 

g/5/92, #2 HATONK 

LET US NOW REPRINT ‘I-HE 
‘INTRODUCTION” FROM A 
BOOK ENTITLED THE FEDER- 
ALIST PAPERS BY CLINTON 
ROSSITER FOR I THINK YOU 
MUST ‘REMEMBER”! 

QUOTE: 

A TRUE AMERTCAN 
CLASSIC 

The Fededist is the most 
important work in politir;iu sci- 
ence that has ever been written. 
or is likely ever to be written, in 
the United States. It is, indeed, 
the one product of the Ameri- 
canmind thatisrightlycounted 
among the classics of polrtiral 
theory. 

This work has always 
commanded widespread respect 
as the first and still most 
authoritative commentary on 
the Constitution of the United 
States. It has been searched 
minutely by lawyers for its 
analysis of the powers of Cd-an- 
gress, quoted confidently bv his- 
torians for its revelations of thp 
hopes and fears of the framer% 
of the Constitution, and cited 
magisterially by the Supreme 
Court for its arguments in be- 
half ofjudicial review, executive 
independence, and national 
supremacy. It woula not be 
stretching the truth more than 
a few inches to say that The 
Fededist stands third only to 
the Declaration of Independent 

and the Constitution itself 
among all the sacred writings of 
American political history. It 
has a quality of legitimacy, of 
authority and authenticity, that 
give it the high status of a public 
document, one to which, as 
Thomas Jefferson put it, ‘ap- 
peal is habitually made by all, 
and rarely declined or denied by 
any as to the #genuine mean- 
ing’ of the Constitution. 

In recent years respect 
for The Federalist has blos- 
somed into admiration. It is 
now valued not merely as a 
clever defense of a particular 
charter, but as an exposition 
of certain timeless truths 
about constitutional govern- 
ment. It has caught the fancy 
of political scientists through- 
out the world, has been trans- 
lated into a dozen languages, 
and-surely the most convinc- 
ing evidence of its lofty status- 
has become one of the three or 
four staples of the American 
college curriculum in political 
science. General Washington, 
who was trying merely to be 
friendly, wrote some prophetic 
words to Alexander Hamilton in 
the summer of 1788: ‘When 
the transient circumstances and 
fugitive performances which 
attended this crisis shall have 
disappeared, that workwill merit 
the notice of posterity, because 
in it are candidly and ably dis- 
cussed the principles of free- 
dom and the topics of govern- 
ment-which will be always 

interesting to mankind so long 
as they shall be connected in 
civil society., The ‘notice of 
posterity” for the stern yet hope- 
ful message of The Fedemlist 
has never been more attentive 
than in these drawn-out years 
of peril for constitutional de- 
mocracy. 

The immense prestige of 
this work seems especially re- ’ 
markable when viewed in the 
light of its origins. The Fedeml- 
ist is essentially a collection of 
eighty-five letters to the public 
over the pseudonym of Publius 
that appeared at short intervals 
in the newspapers of New York 
City beginning on October 27, 
1787. These letters were still 
appearing in late March, 1788, 
when the first thirty-six were 
issued in a collected edition. 
Continuous publication was 
halted with number 77 on April * 
4, then resumed June 14, and 
concluded August 16. In the 
meantime, a second volume 
containing numbers 37-85 was 
published May 28. 

Conceived in the pressure 
Ofagreat Crisis in human events, 
written with a haste that often 
bordered on the frantic, printed 
and published as if it were the 
most perishable kind of daily 
news, [H: I believe my people ’ 
can relate to this.], The Feder- 
alist bore few marks of im- 
mortality at’birth. [H: I wonder 
if the enemy will call this 
plagia&m and require a ban- 
ningofthis materialfrom this 
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m*grrlneinordertobtuythis 
truth also? If you-the-people 
allow great &uth to be buried 
atthehandsofman-youshall 
perish!] It was, in fact, only one 
of several hundred salvos in the 
loud war of words that accom- 
panied the protracted struggle 
over ratification of the Consti- 
tution. That new charter of 
government, it will be re- 
membered, had been agreed 
upon and signed at Philadel- 
phia, September 17, 1787, 
transmitted to the Congress 
then existing under the Articles 
of Confederation, and thereupon 
laid, with no great show of en- 
thusiasm, before the people of 
the United States. The approval 
of ratifying conventions in nine 
of the thirteen states was to 
bring the Constitution into ef- 
fect. Few of its authors and 
supporters imagined that it 
would be easy to win such a 
margin of approval in the cha- 
otic political circumstances of 
the world’s first experiment in 
popular government over an 
extended area; all recognized 
that a clear-cut vote against the 
Constitution in any one of four 
key states would be enough by 
itself to destroy their hopes for 
‘a more perfect Union”. 

N.Y. GOV. CLINTON 
OPPOSED CONSTITUTION 

One of these states was 
New York, among whose claims 
to avital role in the affairs of the 
new republic were a growing 
population, a lively commerce, 
a pivotal position on the Atlan- 
ticseaboard,andNewYorkCity, 
then the seat of the government 
of the United States. It was also 
the home of Governor George 
Clinton [!I, a doughty politician 
whose principles and prejudices 
and skills made him the most 
formidable of opponents to the 
proposed Constitution. Plainly 
New York was a state that could 
easily be lost and yet had to be 
won; plainly it was a state in 
which argumentsvoiced in pub- 
lic debate or actions taken in 
the ratifying convention might 
influence the course of events 
in other states. 

Itwaswithsuchthoughts 
as these in mind that Alexander 
Hamilton, the recognized leader 
of the forces of ratification in 
New York, turned in the fall of _ 

1787 to the task of winning his 
state to the cause of the new 
Constitution. The story of how 
Hamilton persuaded and plot- 
ted and bullied his way over the 
months to the narrowest of vic- 
tories in the New York conven- 
tion is an epic of American poli- 
tics that deserves to be better 
known. What is important to us 
about this amazing effort is that 
Hamilton found it both practi- 
cally expedient and psychologi- 
cally comforting to supplement 
his political activities with a 
contribution to the literary war. 
Without his foresight, energy, 
and organizational skill there 
would have been no Fedemlist 
to stiffen the friends of the Con- 
stitution and to instruct the 
minds of posterity. He con- 
ceived the idea of a series of 
thoughtful communications 
that would explain and support 
the proposed Constitution; he 
scrambled for worthy contribu- 
tors and finally found them in 
John Jay and James Madison; 
he wrote almost two thirds of 
the total of 175,000 words: he 
carried on the project to its 
scheduled end long after the 
other two men had been forced 
to leave the field. While the 
Publius we know and cherish 
today is a composite of three 
men, one of these men, 
Alexander Hamilton, must ever 
be regarded as the political 
magician who brought Publius 
to life. [H: How very, very sad 
that you of the readership 
probably do not know what 
this means nor well remem- 
ber the persons fkom history 
books and school-your chil- 
dren of today will never have 
heard of them nor do they 
care. What has happened to 
you, Amemica? What has hap- 
pened tq your world? There 
are still great mexk but they 
are hidden fkom you and torn 
asunder while ym very his- 
toryis tampered andburied- 
replaced by lies and greedy 
Elite conspirators.] 

THINKERS AND DOERS 
NEEDED AGAIN NOW 

The authors of The Feder- 
alist made up a first-class team 
of thinkers and doers. John Jay 
(1745- 1829), the oldest and at 
that time most distinguished of 
the group, was a $rosperous 

New York lawyer who had ren- 
dered three particularly emi- 
nent services to his state and 
country: authorship of the ad- 
mirable New York Constitution 
of 1777, which was a prime 
source of ideas for the Conven- 
tion at Philadelphia; negotia- 
tion, side-by-side with Benjamin 
Franklin and John Adams, of 
the Treaty of 1783 that gave 
America peace and final inde- 
pendence; and, as Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs under the Ar- 
ticles of Confederation, direc- 
tion of the diplomatic 
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ates of Columbia, Madison a 
son of Princeton. 

Throughout the long 
months during which The Fed- 
emlist was running in the New 
York newspapers, and indeed 
until several years after publi- 
cation of the collected essays, 
the identity of Publius was a 
well-guarded secret. This mask 
of anonymity, put on by the 
authors for sound political pur- 
poses, made it possible for 
Hamilton, in a note written just 
before his death and discovered 
just after, to lay claim to a full 
sixty-three numbers of The Fed- 
eralist, some of which very 
plainly belonged to Madison. 
Just why this man of honor and 
sound memory should have 
engaged in this extraordinary 
action is impossible to explain. 
In any case, he touched off a 
tortuous dispute that went on 
for generations between his po- 
litical heirs and those of Madi- 
son over the authorship of vari- 
ous papers, especially numbers 
49-58,62 and 63. [H: 1 guess it 

hasn’tchangedmuchafter8ll, 
has it?] Thanks chiefly to the 
scholarly labors of Professor 
DouglassAdair, we can saywith 
some confidence that Hamilton 
wrote fifty-one numbers [ 1,6-9, 
11-13,15-17,21-36,59-61,65- 
85), Madison twenty-six (10,14, 
37-58, and probably 62, 63), 
and Jay five (2-5, 64), while 
three (18-20) were the product 
of a joint effort by Madison and 
Hamilton. The skimpiness of 
Jay’s contribution is explained 
by an illness that overtook him 
in the fall of 1787, the impres- 
sive bulk of Hamilton’s by the 
intensity of his commitment. 
Madison’s contribution, which 
is far more important for the 
present reputation of Publius 
than its modest size would ind& 
cate, was made possible in ,t&e 
frst place only because the Vir-, 
ginian was in New York in the 
fall of 1787 as a delegate to 
Congress. His participation 
ended abruptly upon his depar- 
ture for home in March, 1788. 

maneuverings of the almost 
friendless republic. James 
Madison(1751-1836),although 
he could hardly have known it 
at the time, had already won 
lasting fame as the most useful 
member of the Convention of 
1787. The Constitution was the 
joint work of a half dozen or 
more superior men, yet even 
today, in part because of the 
notes he kept of the proceed- 
ings of the Convention, few his- 
torians begrudge Madison the 
title “Father of the Constitu- 
tion’. Alexander Hamilton 
(1755- 1804) was another New 
York lawyer who had served his 
state and country well, notably 
as a youthful comrade-in-arms 
of General Washington and as a 
prime mover of the events that 
led to the Convention of 1787. 
He, like Madison, was a del- 
egate to Philadelphia; unlike 
Madison, he was irregular in 
attendance and unpersuasive 
in argument. His principal ser- 
vices to the new Constitution 
came only after the Convention 
had adjourned. 

All three authors of The 
Federalist went on after 1788 to 
even more splendid careers- 
Jay to the Chief Justiceship and 
to negotiation of the famous 
treaty that bears his name, 
Madison to adistinguished eight 
years as the leading figure in 
Congress and to somewhat less 
distinguished eight-year ten- 
ures as both Secretary of State 
and President of the United 
States, Hamilton to service un- 
der President Washington as 
the most influential of all Secre- 
taries of the Treasury. For those 
who care about such things- 
and many readers of this intro- 
duction are sure to care-it 
should be recorded that both 
Hamilton and Jay;were grad& 

The Federalist worked 
only a small influence upon the 
course of events during the 
struggle over ratification. Prom- 
ises, threats, bargains, and face- 
to-face debates, not eloquent 
words in even the most widely 
circulated newspapers, won 
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Constitution in the crucial states 
of Massachusetts, Virginia, and 
New York. Publius, by his own 
admission, spoke to a select 
audience of reasonable, respon- 
sible, and established men, and 
most such men had already been 
convinced of the necessity of a 
change in the system of govem- 
ment. The chief usefulness of 
The Federalist in the events of 
1788 was as a kind of debater’s 
handbook in Virginia and New 
York. Copies of the collected 
edition were rushed to Rich- 
mond at Hamilton’s direction 
and used gratefully by advo- 
cates of the Constitution in the 
climactic debate over ratiflca- 
tion. 

INFLUENTIAL THROUGHOUT 
AMERICAN HISTORY 

The fame of The Feeler- 
dist derives, therefore, not 
from the events of a 8ingle 
decisive year, but from the 
whole course ofAmerican his- 
tory. It i8 a sign, as it were, of 
the prodigious success of the 
Constitution, which, as it has 
endured and evoked over the 
generations, has called atten- 
tion ever more insistently to 
the man who, having helped 
to write it, first explained it. 
Viewed from this perspective, 
which is the one we are privi- 
leged to take, The Fedemlist 
appears as four books in one: 
an explanation of the bless- 
ings of federal goverumant; 
an indictment of the Article8 
ofConfk4derationf~theirfbil- 
ure to provide mch govern- 
ment, or indeed to provide 
much in the way of govern- 
ment at al& au analysis and 
dsfense of the new Coustitu- 
tion a8 M instrument of fsd- 
eralism and constitutional- 
iim; and, liehury up these 
more practid subjects with 
sudden bursts of bdlliance, 
M expodtion of certdn en- 
duringtruthsthatprovide~ 
understanding of both the 
dangers and the delights of 
fkee government. 

As an explanation of the 
federal form of government The 
Fedkmkt comes closest to be- 
ing an original piece of work. 
Other men, to be sure--most 
notably Althusius and ‘the cel- 
ebrated Montesquieu”-had 
discoursed intelligentlyon some 

of the problems of unity and 
disunity among states with close 
emotional and commercial ties, 
but it remained for Rublius to 
make the first real stab at ex- 
pounding the merits of genuine 
federalism, which is, after all, a 
full and tricky step beyond mere 
federation in the direction of 
consolidation. The Federalist 
deserves lasting credit for the 
clarity with which it insists that 
both levels of government in a 
federal system must exercise 
direct authority over individu- 
als, that the central government 
must enjoy unquestioned su- 
premacy in its assigned fields, 
and that federalism is to be 
cherished not alone for its con- 
tributions to peace within the 
land and security without, but 
for the firm foundation it pro- 
vides for the enjoyment of indi- 
vidual freedom over a wide ex- 
panse of territory. The Federal- 
ist, it could be said, converted 
federalism from an expedient 
into an article of faith, from an 
occasional accident of history 
into an enduring expression of 
the principles of consti- 
tutionalism. 

Those pages of The Feder- 
alist which catalogue the weak- 
nesses of the Articles of 
Confederation make much the 
least interesting reading today. 
In 1787-88, however, they made 
very interesting reading indeed, 
and many friends of the new 
Constitution valued The Fedkr- 
al&principally for its merciless 
indictment of the ‘palpable de- 
fects of the subsisting 
Confederation.” Since the in- 
dictment was one that had to be 
made with force and in detail, 
one cannot begrudge Publius 
the joys he must have. experi- 
enced in beating a horse that 
may look dead to us but was 
very much alive to him. p: 
Dharma just put w into our 
&proper per8pectivem for I 
must- tell you-she often 
thinksweride=dbeatavery 
dead horse. #o-remem~ 
GOD WINS! Perhaps it is be- 
came 8he ha8 hammered out 
thousands and thousands 
more pages than were The 
Federaldst papers and, only 
now,afewbegintoseethe 
dawning. CM you not realize 
that there has always been 
need for ugreatw men ifgood- 
ness and freedom were to ---- -.-^._ .._ - . 

hold?] And even in the muddi- 
est parts of the hard going from 
numbers 15 to 22. there are 
solid observations on one of the 
major themes of 7’he FedernEst: 
the dreadful circumstance of a 
weak government in a disor- 
dered society. 

Up to now, at least, The 
Federalist has worked its chief 
influence on the course of events 
as a uniquely authoritative com- 
mentary on the Constitution. 
Today, as aI1 through the his- 
tory of American constitutional 
development, a particular in- 
terpretation of some clause in 
that document can be given a 
special flavor of authenticity by 
a quotation from Publius. If he 
was understandably wrong in 
his interpretation of some de- 
tails in the Constitution-for 
example, in assigning the Sen- 
ate a share in the power of re- 
moval and in giving a purely 
military cast to the President’s 
authority as commander-in- 
chief-he was remarkably right 
about many more. Publius the 
constitution lawyer, in the bold 
person of Hamilton, reached the 
peak of intellectual power and 
of historical influence in the 
breathtaking assertion of judi- 
cial review in number 78. 

POLITICAL THEORY 
UNIOUELY CRYSTALLIZED 

Publius the political theo- 
rist, in the perceptive persons of 
both Hamilton and Madison, is 
the man who has brought fame 
and influence to The Fedemlist 
in recent years-this despite the 
fact that all the more or less 
speculative musings of T;he Fed- 
enzlist make up at best a frag- 
ment on government. ‘What 
Hamilton and Madison were 
capable of producing as politi- 
cal theorists in the closet of 
leisurely detachment and what 
they managed to produce as 
political strategists in the arena 
ofzestfulengagementwere,alas, 
two quite different matters. The 
Fedemlist is a contribution to 
political theory only by acci- 
dent-by the happy accident, 
one might say, that neither of 
its chief authors could ever 
make a point in the most earth- 
bound debate without pausing, 
if only for a moment, to put the 
point in a larger and more ab- 
stract perspective. Yet this, af- 
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ter all, is the familiar way in 
which some of the greatest con- 
tributions to political theory 
were brought into being, and 
one should not spend too much 
time regretting the startling 
omissions and uneven quality 
of The Federalist, lest he be slow 
to pay the homage of painstak- 
ing study to such notable con- 
tributions as Madison’s reflec- 
tions on the plural society in 
numbers 10 and 51 and 
Hamilton’s appraisal of execu- 
tive power as an agency of free 
government in number 70. 

If he does pay such hom- 
age, and if he also keeps an 
earnest eye out for the nuggets 
of speculation strewn all 
through the pages, the student 
of The Fedemlist will in time 
amass a respectable treasure of 
political wisdom about the prob- 
lems and possibilities of free- 
dom. While The Fedemlist has 
important things to say about 
all governments in general, it is 
popular government-in those 
days called ‘republican” gov- 
emment-with which Publius 
is principally concerned. His 
dislike of instability and down- 
right fear of anarchy are writ 
large and often in the essays, 
but he offers us other and better 
ways than that recommended 
by Thomas Bobbes to bring 
peace and security to the com- 
munity. To find ‘republican 
remedies” for the *diseases 
most incident to republican gov- 
ernment” is the constant pur- 
poseoftheauthorsof TAeFeder- 
alist. 

BALANCE OF INNER 
FORCES 

In the course of their long 
search for these remedies, the 
chief of which turn out to be 
federalism, social pluralism, 
and constitutionalism (that is, 
divided, balanced, and limited 
government), Hamilton and 
Madison give their own answers 
to some of the oldest questions 
of political theory; and it is safe 
to say that no more eloquent, 
tough-minded, and instructive 
answers have ever been given 
by an American pen. Whether 
discoursing on the universal 
urge of mankind toward weak- 
ness and wickedness, demon- 
strating the existence of the 
saving graces of human reason 
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and decency;accounting for the deal has been made of the fact stability and order. contains the papers can be eas- 
diverse interests that arise in a that Publius was a “split per- Clinton Rossiter ily obtained, I believe, through 
progressive society, finding a sonality”, speaking through February 15, 1961 any book store. It is a “Mentor 
formula for liberty in the very Madison as a federalist and an END OF QUOTING book and published inthe United 
fact of these clashing interests, exponent of limited government, *** States by NAL PENGUIN INC., 
setting both static and dynamic through Hamilton as a nation- I have gone on at length to 1633 Broadway, New York, New 
limits to the rule ofthe majority, alist and an admirer of ener- hopefully get your attention York 100 19. In Canada by The 
or working out the balance of getic government. Yet Publius untoyour task. Wecannot doit New American Library of 
forces within a complex struc- was, on any large view, at least for you-BUT IT HAS BEEN Canada Limited, 8 1 Mack Av- 
ture of government, The Fe&r- as whole a personality as any DONE BEFORE YOU-PER- enue, Scarborough, Ontario 
alist sends out messages of uni- reasonable man can be when he HAPS EVEN ‘BY” YOU. M 1 L 1 MS. This particular book 
versal validity to all students of has to deal with the everlasting When the students are ismostvaluableforithasafinal 
political man, and especially to tensions offree government. His ready-God sends the teacher. section which collates The Fed- 
those who wish him well. It is, own tensions, it might be ar- I wonder how many of you are emlist Papers with The Consti- 
in particular, the cold-eyed yet gued, are only an honest reflec- READY? tution of the United States of 
ultimately hopeful view of man- tion of those built into the Con- Further, I wonder if it will be America. Every teacher must 
kind that lifts The Federalist stitution. The Fedemlist, like the same-that the words are have a copy of this material and 
into the circle of classics in po- the Constitution it expounds locked away unattended for the USE IT-for your children have 
litical theory. No one can read and the polity it celebrates, is a most part-until centuries have lost their heritage and all his- 
the pages without being re- ‘bundle of compromises”. The passed and the authors gone torical roots. Please be among 
mindedpowerfally ofboththe wonder must always be, not to be handled with apprecia- the ones who are willing to step 
light and dark sides of human that Publius spoke some of the tion? forth and change this path to 
natur~f man’s capacity for great truths of politics in an A copy of this book which oblivion. Salu Hatonn 
rearonandjusticethat makes offhand manner and with a 
free government possible, of hoarse voice, but that, in the 
his capacity for passion and circumstances of the case, he 
injustice that makes it neces- spoke as pointedly and coher- TaDes & Transcrbtions 
==Y* ently as he did. He managed to 

It is, to be sure, a great do this principally because the 
pity that the authors of The thoughts of his creators, while 
Federalist had neither time nor hastily written down, had not 
inclination to sort out and re- been lightly conceived. They 
state in orderly, comprehensive were, indeed, the product of 
fashion their many brilliant years of learned study and hard 
observations about the nature experience. 
of political man, or indeed about Not every great political 
liberty or society or the pur- theorist hascaredmuch for free 
poses and forms of government. and popular government. Of 
It is a greater. pity, a source of those who have cared, not every 
especially keen distress to stu- one has been candid enough to 
dents of political theory, and expose its disease, or hopeful 
they apparently found it unnec- enough to counsel a broad 
essary to make more than a schemeof prevention. [H: Well, 
handful of explicit observations we finally got theredidn’t we? 
on private property as a right of WE CARE ENOUGH TO BE 
man, a pillar of ordered society, CANDID ENOUGHTO EXPOSE 
and aforcein poetics. Noris the ITS DISEASE AND KNOW 
occasional character of The Fed- ENOUGH TO KNOW THAT 
eraI% as a tract in political RECLAMATION CAN BE 
theory its only fault. As apiece CLAIMED IF YOU WANT TO 
of very special pleading-some DO SO BADLY ENOUGH.] The 
have called it a lawyer’s brief- Federalist is a famous work in 
it says the same thing over and political science w: Muttrally 
over in a half dozen ways, tip- exclusive terms-if it be po- 
toes delicately around many of liticalit cannotbe “science”.) 
the hard criticisms directed because it does just that, be- 
against the Constitution and cause it mixes candor and hope, 
slogs ponderously through some realism and idealism, in a mes- 
of the silliest, and makes at sage to all friends of liberty 
least a few arguments and ap- wherever they ply their honor- 
peals which its authors must able trade. And the message of 
have had trouble justifying to The Federalist reads: no happi- 
their own consciences. ness without liberty, no liberty 
Hamilton, in particular, was without self-government, no 
hardly the enthusiast for the self-government without consti- 
Constitution that he appeared tutionalism, no constitutional- 
to be in these pages. ism without morality-and none 

In recent years a good of these great goods without 

In addition to audio tapes of 
meetings with Commander 

4/12/92(2) a talk at local Commu- 
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nity Church; 

fering written transcriptions of 4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 
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ger Plan”; 
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822-4176 if you have questions. 5/l 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 

If you desire to automati- 5/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
cally receive tapes from future Places In Between” tapes 1-3; 
meetings, please send at least a 6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 
$50 donation from. which tape 
costs will be deducted. We will 
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cally sent since this material is 
either already in print or will be 
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soon. Available written tmnscrip- 
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E 
7/18/92 #1 HATONN 

SEIZE THE MOMENT1 

What means this phrase, 
seize the moment? The day? 
The “time”? It means seize the 
opportunity which is “knock- 
ing” at your threshold. 

PEROT 

You have an opportunity 
before you that you shall NEVER 
have again! What will you do 
with it? 

Perot had become an ‘es- 
tablishment” man-a tool, se- 
lected in careful planning but 
blind in his own “seeing”. He is 
correct in his knowing that he 
could not win an election. 
Great heroic actions come from 
the ability to ‘see beyond” and 
‘hear” the knocker tapping. 
What will he do now? Has he 
*betrayed you”? Why think ye 
that he has done so? Finally he 
begins to use some positive in- 
sight, chelas (students). Can 
you not see how “change” has 
swept the land? There are two 
or three or more ways in which 
his resignation can impact the 
world in a most positive man- 
nerl 

Perot has been incorrect in 
his perceptions that the system 
was basically pgood”. He is 
having to face the facts that the 
“system is basically horrid” and 
unchangeable under ordinary 
means. The reason his new 
campaign managers left him is 
because he could see what was 
happening and would not bend 
from that which he perceived 
the right moves to make. If Ross 
Perot were to become president 
under the set of circumstances 
as they were headed, you would 
end up in worse anarchy and 

.ect B o G‘ritz 
total control either way. By 
stepping down he will not be 
uhamstrun~, asCo1. Gritz puts 
it, by a system out of control 
and headed off the precipice. 

What clues did you get from 
the above? SEIZE THE MO- 
MENT. Ross saw that ‘he” 
could not do “it*. But, what is 
done from this day will decide 
your fate as a nation politic. If 
you absolutely flood the “cam- 
paign” with demands that Grits 
be put forth and supported, it 
COULD be done. Even if not, 
the man would become 
%nown* and later that would 
serve its even better purpose. 
The “Elite” are terrified of &Bow 
Grits wherein they had done 
enough bribing in subtle ways 
to encumber Perot on “judge- 
ment day”. With a new thrust 
AND Ross Perot pushing and 
supporting Gritz-yes indeed- 
you-the-people could prevail. 

However, wait-up, and con- 
sider: Bush will not allow you 
to outstrip him excep 
through total surprise and he 
has bigger surprises laid in 
your path for you to have 
distraction. You WILL fall to 
executive order all the while 
he says Sook how hard I’m 
trying”. Clinton aud Gore are 
Committee of 300 relectees 
for the presidency and are 
totally controllable by the 
Elite. Nothiug has changed, 
chelas, from the moment we 
began the writing-only per- 
turbations-XF you keep your 
eyes soundly on the ugoal”. 

Ross believes in big govern- 
ment and that, by whipping it 
into shape, he can make it work 
better. He is wrong. The major- 
ity of Americans actually like 
government redistribution of 
wealth, which includes benefits 
for the poor and the~,+h. Social 
,security is 63 sacred institution, e 

incumbents continue to get re- 
elected and most Americans 
enjoy a good rally war now an 
then-i.e., Grenada, Panama, 
or Iraq. If Americans were truly 
concerned about fiscal prob- 
lems, the Congress would have 
reflected these views a long time 
ago. Except for a silenced rem- 
nant, there are no cries for 
honesty about your problems 
and no proposals offered tha 
actually address the issues. 
So what happened with Ro 
Perot? . 

The phenomenon of Ross 
Perot is quite understandable 
and not at all a fluke. It was 
bound to happen. It grows out 
of the inherent contradiction of 
the interventionist, mixed 
economy that leads people to 
milk the system, complain it 
doesn’t work, and resent paying 
for it. It is pure and simply 

comes far too s 

opportunity unsurpassed in his- 
tory. What does “he”, however, 
plan to do? Oh, well, he will say 
things such as: *I will keep 
pushing and running and we 
can later clean up the Con- 
gress”. (Good idea), but a loss 
is devastating to the ‘%orkersR 
who have dug in and are now in 
betrayal in their own percep- 
tions. WHAT WILL YOU DO3 
Are you ready to take the next 
step for which you ask God to 
show the way? Are you RE- 
ALLY? Your Elite enemy is not 
going to “roll over dead”-th 
way will be nothing short of 
nightmare time-but, you have 
one willing to lead you! IT IS 
UP TO YOU, AMERICA. I told 
you in the begiuning of this 
work that it could be done IF 
joi keally 

not, it matters little frpr the 
steam-roller is moving and 
plans to flatten everything in 
its path. 

Please: SEIZE TIIE MO- 
MENT! Win or lose an elec- 
tion-you WILL need honor- 
able leaders to find your qrry 
home! Ponder it, 

I am asked if “our 
can receive phone call 
orders and so forth fo 
der Gri course-always, 
day or These are th 
ONLY can support 
this movement at TIIIS par- 
ticular time--THAT and giv- 
ing voice to hearing of Truth, 
Unless this cause gets sup- 
port and fanding it cannot 
sI1lcvfvb. But, ifyau give unto 
the cause of God and righ- 
teousness, fisedoxu aud sov- 

Your dreams GOD! 
alive and sweep a 
landdikeatidalwave 
So ‘be it and may you be 
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Witor’s note: Yes, there is 
wreathing we can do!- Now! 

Following ‘the Commander’s 
lead, the creative people at the 
GJI dituti0~1 Law Center-CLC- 
in Sacramento are sending out 
the following Media Release. 
Ftimit youqzngetseveralideas 
about actions you might take- 
the first being to contact Mr. 
Schaut to coordinate with others 
in your area and learn where 
supplies and videos are avail- 
able.) 

7120192 CLC 

Bo Gritz For President 
Gritz For Rights In ‘92 

Contact: C.D. Schaut, 
National Press Secretary 

602-93 l-0585 
FAX: 602-435-998 1 

Disillusioned Perot volun- 
teers nationwide are moving over 
to the “Bo” Gritz for President 
campaign. According to Gary 
Anderson of Sacramento, Cali- 
fornia, who has been in contact 
with Bo and others of his cam- 
paign staff, “They are moving 
over to the Gritz campaign in 
large numbers because Gritz is 
the only candidate who can de- 
liver what was begun by Perot. 
The momentum is building for 
wholesale realignment from 
Perot to Gritzwithout much time 
for anyone to catch their breath. 
Bush and Clinton are still not 
viable alternatives for the ma- 
jority of the former Perot sup- 
porters.” 

Locally (in California), two 
coordinators from the now de- 
funct Perot campaign in El 
Dorado County are in the pro- 
cess of re-contacting their 
10,000 petition signers to sign 
Gritz petitions which are being 
circulated to place him on the 
ballot in California. After see- 
ing the Gritz campaign platform 
on video, they both remarked 
they had made a mistake and 
should have been backing Gritz 
all along. They said the Gritz 
platform is what they were look- 
ing for and what was lacking in 
Perot. 

In other areas of California 
Perot coordinators from Irvine, 
Los Angeles, San Diego, San 
Jose and the Inland Empire, to 
name a few, are calling Mr. 
Anderson (9 16-487- 1849) for 

further information aboutwhom and view the Grits campaign Gritz campaign. If this trend 
they can contact with the Gritz platform video and sign or pick continues, Gritz may soon be 
campaign to keep their Grass up petitions for circulation. qualified in a majority of state 
Roots movement going. Mr. In Ohio the Perot coordina- ballots; he is already qualified 
Anderson has opened up his tor, Bob Newcome (2 16 262- in 19 states. 
home at 63 1 Wilhaggin Drive 0256), is now coordinating the 
for Perot supporters to stop by former Perot supporters for the 

The People Speak 
out For Bo Gritz 

AUGUST 1.1992 print $450 billion in no-interest 
U.S. notes. Thiswould have put 
the international bankers- 
owned Federal Reserve System 
out of business. 

ment. 

Santa Be- News-Pmss 

‘Media manipulutespublic by 
ignoring Gritz” 

So, Perot has backed off. The 
media is spurting the presiden- 
tial race is between Clinton and 
Bush. The media blackout on 
Bo Gritz continues. 

We’re led to believe, and the 
game has been, Democrats vs. 
Republicans, liberals vs. con- 
servatives, right/left wing, etc. 
It’s not this way or that way, 
black or white. 

One person’s point of view is 
just as important as another’s. 
One culture, one way of life is 
just as valued as another. One 
isn’t good and the other bad. 
So, we have our Constitution to 
guarantee our rights in this 
richness of diversity. This is 
our strength and beauty in be- 
ing Americans. Our differences 
should not set us apart. 

Changing America, our sys- 
tem, isn’t the answer, uphold- 
ing our Constitution is. Sup- 
porting the candidate who up- 
holds our Constitution is the 
answer. And, who might that 
be? 

Bush’s new world order 
would null and void our Consti- 
tution that he took an oath to 
uphold. The United Nation’s 
World Constitution says the age 
of nations must end. We would 
turn our nation and resources 
to a global government. 

Clinton’s ideas of change 
mean only more taxes and con- 
tinuation of our nation’s ruin 
and bankruptcy. 

One of the reasons JFK was 
killed was probably his order to 

Thomas Jefferson warned 
usthatifl#anksevertookover 
our currency and credit our 
children would wake up as 
slaves on the continent con- 
quered by their fathers! 

James “Bo” Gritz will abolish 
the Federal Reserve and the IRS. 
We can pay for government 
through Constitutional means. 

The powers that be have held 
a blackout curtain around 
Grit& campaign for the presi- 
dency. Our Constituion guar- 
antees freedom of the press for 
the people. The media has a 
dark history of manipulating 
information. The purpose of the 
press is to inform the people 
(not withhold and manipulate 
information). 

Bo Gritz National campaign 
number is 800-633-7692. 

LAURIE ANTEAU 
Santa Barbara 

Julv 17,1992 

AMERICA FIRST 
COALITION 

“The Ross Perot departure 
from the 1992 compaign is not 
a surprise”, says Bo Gritz, IPC, 
(independent party candidate). 

If the Perot supporters knew 
of Bo Gritz, there is no question 
who they would support. Many 
will return to their roots redis- 
covering the RIGHTS for GRITZ. 

Bo’s agenda is simple - truth, 
decency and honor in govern- 

“Our Nation has been led-to 
the brink of disaster! The resto- 
ration of Constitutional govem- 
ment must be started this elec- 
tion year. The New World Order 
will destroy United States sov- 
ereignty,” says Gritz. 

The restoration of life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness 
will occur if the Bo Gritz plat- 
form is implemented. 

Bo’s platform will address, 
revamp and/or curtail the fol- 
lowing: 

1. Federal income tax 
and the IRS. 

2. Federal Reserve 
monetary monopoly. 

3. Fast track free trade 
vs. FAIR TRADE. 

4. Foreign aid giveaway 
and world policeman. 

5. Balanced budget and 
national debt rewlution. 

6. Declassify all POW/ 
MIA documents. 

7. John F. Kennedy as- 
sassination ,cover-up. 

8. October Surprise. 
9. Iraq-gate. 
10. Secret war with 

Iran. 
ll.Savings&Loanbail- 

out. 

America First rather 
than New World Order In- 
terventionist foreign 
policy. 

Please see GRITZ, page 28 
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-Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- 
EFFECTIVEI&EDIATELYTHE 
FOLLOWING JOURNALS MAY 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM: 

Tehachapi Distributiug, Inc. 
P. 0. Bax 1911, Suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) 822-9545 

******* 

(#8) AIDS: THE LAST 
GREAT PLAGUE 

by Sam&a, Hatouu, Ashtar, 
Tesla & Russeli 
$10.00...150 pp 

ISBN: 0-922356-04-l 

The deceptive origins of this man- 
produced disease are revealed, includ- 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- 
ruses. The sobering introduction of 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organization 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro- 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- 
ment by the Public Health Service 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique 
mutating ability of this virus and why 
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and 
therefore, may be destroyed through 
the use of electromagnetic sound and 
light Frequencies. The cutting-edge 
research of Strecker, Rife, Priore, 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are 
all explored in this profound and trou- 
bling work. Become informed by the 
stoxybehindtbestoqfyouarebeing 
told. 

PLEIAD~CONNECTIONSERIEs: 

The following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) am called “‘l&e Pie- 
ides Connection” series because a 
goodly number of Earth humans are 
fromthelimageofonesfromPleii- 
CkS. 

(#22) PLEIADv~cp”“c”o” 

by Gyeorgm &es Hatonn 
$10.00...165pp 

ISBN: O-922356-31-9...12/90 

Or Auger tapes) . 

What are the origins of human? What 
is man’s purpose on earth? In this 
compelling and profound JOURNAL 
the direct link with the star system 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important 
issues are explored, including: The 
basic differences between the religious 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual 
“Christ” way of life * The advantages 

of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo- 
nauts * The “Golden” Age * The 
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules 
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The 
Ancients/Native people and their con- 
nection to Pleiades. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. II 

by Hatouu & Gemxaiu 
$10.00...223pp 

ISBN: b92235642-4. ..6/91 
or Audiolbgt;d8 tapes) 

. 

The nature of God and Creation is 
LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a 
comprehensive understanding of our 
very nature, where we came from and 
ultimately return to, and how to create 
balance. Among the vast array of 
concepts which are presented: Expan- 
sion and Compression equals life/death 
cycles * The true meaning of sensation, 
consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness, 
“thinking”, Imagination and Inspira- 
tion * Illusion and Reality * How to 
KNOW God * The Voidance Principle 
* Tww Way Universe *PoIarity*The 
principle, law and symbol of Love * 
Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE 

Pieiades Co~ection 
Vol. HI 

by HatOM & ckmain 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBN: 0-9223!56-46-7...6/91 
or AudMg~(9 tapes) 

. 

Master Germain details the nature of 
GodKreatorandhowHeCreates. The 
various explanations include: the True 
Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- 
netism * heat and cold * The undivided 
light, the divided light * cubes/spheres 
*cente.ring*thepowerofDesife* 
simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electriceffect*thenatureofmatter~ 
theOneidea(love)ofCmation. Gennain 
also explains the misconceptions of 
science about energy and matter * The 
Mother/Father l.i&t is defined. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC 
SUICIDE 

Pleiades COMeCtiO~ 
vol. Iv 

byGemahI&~tonu 
$10.00...148pp 

ISBN: O-922356-47-5.. .7/91 
or Audidg~(S tapes) 

. 

Germain presents the details of what 
radiating atoms are, why certain atoms 

and minerals are to be left in their 
natural state and the consequences of 
violating Nature’s laws and processes. 
We are warned about the danger and 
seriousness of atomic energy and the 
resulting nuclear contamination to the 
survival of all life on this planet 

(#34j PHONE HOME, ET 
Pleaides Connection 

Vol. v 
by Hatoun & Germ& 

$15.00...19opp 
Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: O-922356-48-3...8/91 

or Audiobgb(7 tapes) 
. 

Germain stresses the importance of 
communion (meditation) with God and 
gives excellent “how to” instructions to 
accomplish successful communi&tion 
with God. There are two instructive 
audio tapes toassist in relaxation, clear- 
ing your space and relinquishing your 
egoconsciousness to receive inspira- 
tion, knowledge and guidance from 
God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPUUT 

Pieiades Couuection 
Vol. VI 

by Hatouu/Aton & Germah\ 
$10.00...239pp 

ISBN: 692235UO-5...8/91 
or Audiobook (6 tapes) 

$25.00 

God will work tifh you, r&for you. 
Withinthesepages, findthewisdomof 
thistruth. Germain,inhisusualdisti.nct 
style, clearly explains and defines: 
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect 
* the Mystery of Gravity * the Spiritual 
basisofPolarity*theLawofRhythmic 
Balanced Interchange in nature * the 
Birthof Character and Righm * 
Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 
Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- 
sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God 
bring Elalance * the Paralyzing role of 
Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

#!6) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE 
OFMAN 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VII 

by Gemain & HatonuiAton 
$lO.oo...l%pp 

ISBN: O-92235&51-3. ..8/91 
or Audidg~(6 tapes) 

. 

TheverynatureofGcxiandthestruc- 
tureoftheUniversearcexamined. The 
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL 
Lnclude: &&amation, cycling and 
Immortality * Inte~orkings between 
the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
verse*Godcreatesonebasicform *the 

Light Wave Principle * Desire based 
upon Knowledge * Why Action/Reac- 
tion are equal, opposite and simulta- 
neous * What is Motion? * What is 
Time? * the principles of Manifestation 
* the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
Knowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 
Radiation and Generation * mo= (311 
Cause and Effect * Perfection of God’s 
Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 

(#37) SCIENCE OF THE COS- 
MOS 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VIII 

by Hatouu/Aton & Gemaiu 
!§10.00...197pp 

ISBN: &922356-52-l.. .9/91 
or Audio!bgb(S tapes) _ 

. 

Germain presents more of the working 
details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
what God is and how the cycles of 
perceived death and life actually func- 
tion. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Chamcter * 
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
* the Seven New laws of Thermody- 
namics * the Spiral Principle * Nature’s 
vex principle * the Nature of Light * 
rransmutation of matter * Purpose of 
the Cube in Nature * more on Expan- 
sion and Compression. 

ORDERING INFWtMATION 
No Cd cards, 

Billing, or COD Orders 

Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship 

‘ng, $0.75 each additional title; or 
F 2.50 Baob 1st title, $1.00 each 
additionaI. 

lO%pricediscountcm4ormoreJOUR- 
NALSwhennotorderingample4mets 
(same shippingratesasabove). 

. 
Plciadcs ConnectIon Series (81 ** . 

’ hipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Bookratc = $81.75 

. . 
awecbon Senes (8I + * * 

AlDs: 
shimed UPS = $87.75 
sh@+i Bookrate = $91.25 

*(price!5 un sets indude 15% dis- 
cuunt’ 

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
PleiadesComztion Sctof 8 = $194.50 
includes shipping (and 15% discount); 
individual audiobooks = $3.75 lst title 
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
tional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title, 
$1.00 sh additional title. 
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GRITZ 
Aumist 4, 199% 

THESE WORKS ARE A SE- PLANET ZIONISM 18 RACISM 
RIES CALLED THE PHOElPIX 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 

JAMES “BO” GRIT2 PETI- 
HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

TION DRIVE OUTSTANDIN HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

SUCCESS ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
THE ‘TIMES OF TRIBULA- 

Voters in Illinois State will TION” THAT ARE UPON US. 

have the opportunity to select a JOURNALS ARE $10 EACH. 

dedicated Patriot for President 
this election year. 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 

James “Bo” Griti and his 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
running mate Cyrus “Cy” Minett NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
are not politicians. They are SANANDA 
two kmfias running on a 3. SPACE-GATE, THEVEIL 
platform that can restore Con- REMOVED 
stitutional Government and heal 4, SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
the condition of America. 

47. PRE-FLIGHT INSI’RUCTIONS 
VOL. I 

The team of “Bo” Gritz, presi- 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 

dential candidate and “Cy” DON 
Minett will be on the Illinois 
ballot as a result of 5 1,395 sig- 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

natures of registered voters who 
FRET FROM HELL 

know the Gritz platform must 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

become a reality. 
9 

. 
sATANs DRUMMERS 

HEALING AMERICA IS THE lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
GOAL OF THE JAMES “BO” 11. CRY OFTHE PHOENIX 
GRIT2 PLATFORM - 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 

The America First Coalition PHOENIX 
of Independents has organiza- 13. SKELETONS IN THE 
tions in all 50 states campaign- CLOSET 
ing for James “Bo” Gritz and 14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
“cy” Minett. PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 

This team will be on the bal- THE PHOENIX 
lot of 2 1 States and where ballot 15. RAKE OF THE coN=ITU- 
access was not acquired the TIoN 
Gritz-Minett team will be valid 16 y~u cAN SLAY THE 
candidates with Electors under DE;AGON 
the individual State’s write-in 
procedures. 

17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 

There is a real positive 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 

change in government available 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 

to the American Voter. 20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 

PRESIDENT JAMES “BO” UNIVMC% 
GRIT2 WOULD LEAD 23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
AMERlCABACKTOTHECON- 24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
STITUTION. ENTH SEAL 

25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 

1 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

BO GRIT2 THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
ANY NAME: KHAZARS 

FOR PRESIDENT 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 

“We’ve got one more hill 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 

to take-- 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 

Capitol Hill I” 
30. MAlTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

For Information Call THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
In California: l-805-583-3817 

I 

40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
National: l-800-633-7692 THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I 8a II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III 8s IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR INFORMAT CONTACT: 

America West Publishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 87702 

1-800-729-4131 

OI 
Tehachapi Distributing 
(see ad on previous page) 

THE 
PHOENIX,LIBERAT~R 

Subscription Rates 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR, Inc., 2810 W. Charleston 

Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV 

89102. 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 &sues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$110 (Foreign). 
Ouantitv SubscriDtions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; S 135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 
$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Cooyright Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of tbis 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden until permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENM LZBERA- 
TOR, Inc. 

There is nothing so power- 
ful as TRUTH, and ofien 
nothing so strange. 

-Daniel Webster 

fiorn theIntroduction to thebook 
CALLED TO SERVE by &lo- 
nel James “Bo” Gritz.) 

I 
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